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AA
Discourse Framing and the Reader

A. rtroduction

Psychologists, linguists., and rhetoricians are beComing

more attuned to problems in decoding written discourse

according to intuitive dbdels (Pollard -Gott et al., 1979),

grammatical context (Longacre, 1979),.and authotial intention.

Until latJly, however, is rhetorician Richard Larson (1976)-
1

notes, "rarely . . . have writers examined the connections

'betifeen the way ideas are perceived by readers after they

have been arrangeduV49). The present study aims to do just

this: to examine the match -up of discourse idea with its

grammatical representation. Differences in interpretation

among groups of readers will be noted and_described.,in.order

to learn more about all kinds of reader proCessirig strategies.

The present study bases itself on the assumption that

readers.less than fluent in the linguistic code of English

or in what might be called the rhetoric of literacy, or both,

would interpret reading passages according to different

criteria than would Native, literate speakers of English.

Reader paragraphing of de-paragraphed passages will be

compared in the hope of determining different reac4W1 'under-

lying strat4ies.` The stUdy.aims at (1) showing_ that among

different readers differences in paragraihidg'§trategies do
,

exist and.(2) describing the nature of these differences.

1
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Five groups of readers were selected op the basis of

their' enrollment in langVage.and composition classes. 'They
.

were -tole to indent wherever theithough:AplirOpiiate" in
,

four different passages--passages selected on the basis of

their length, simplicity, rhetorical purpoge, :and genre.

Results were examined with.thefaid.of PitkinIS (1964) dist-

coursi,bloc analysis.and Koeni Becker, and Young's (1907)

three-system (lexical, grammatical, and rhetorical).analysis.

. 7 -Group perfoxmances'wele compared and differences7-were deter-

mined using a chi-squared 'rStf. turtherdetails of methodology

will Be presented in section IJI. hdwever,a brief
.

and selective oyerview of some theoretical premises having to

do with discourse framing in general needs to be made:,

'

B. Background

,
Discourse frames, the templates for narratO.ve, rhitor- '

ical, and'logicalxoherence,.have long been-recognized as. .

essential for achieving one's communicative purpose. Richard

Rainolde, for example, in The Foundation Of RheOrike (1563 ..

[1945]), describes types of formulaic framing 'such at the

following one for a "praise" oration:

.

In praife, we extoll the perfon: Firft by '

his couhtree.

Men by his aunceftours aid parents.

J ,

. 10

1
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the third place, by his ,educacion and $

inftitucion.

Then in the'fowerth place, bf his actes in Ole':

-In the fifte placeufe a comparifon, camparying
,

the perfone With other, whiche are .more

inferiour,

,.Then the gonclufion. (folio xliii)

Similarly, Richayd Lanham (1968 listS the seven parts
.

, e . .

of the classical oration which' "we, [still] tend to take . . .'

. ,

. ..

. ,as an inevitable -pattern of dialectic thought" (113). They

f. Entrance or Prooemium Cexordium)--"catches

the audience's attention. -

2. Narration (praecognitio ot;narratio)4,-sets"

forth the fagts.

If Exposition or Definih9n.(explicl4o or

definitio)--defines0(erms .arid open issues

. to be proved,

4. Proposition (partitio)--clarifies °the point
.

at issue; states exactly what is td 'lie proved.

lk S. Confirmation (amplificatio)--sets forth the

arguments for and ;against; proof./

4. C6nfutation or Rdfutation, (refutatio 02-

reprehens io ) :-refutes,the opponent's -

arguments..

1
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7. Conclusion oriEpilogue (perpratio or epilogus)

--sums up arguments and stirs audience. (112)

As Lanham notes, 'such a prescriptive formula assumes

that all-arguments "are or can -be polar opposites." But, 0

4
"in fact, there seems no more reason foregard it as.0n

inevitable form for an argument than thei'e does to regard

beginning-middle-end as the'only form of narrative" 4(113)4

Indeed, Aristotle and,Citero vary the number of parts by ,

.

combining some and adding others.' (For, example, Aristotle
. ...!

. .
.

.

reduces the seven to two, Exposition and Confirmation, with ./

. -

a supplementary Entrance. and Conclusion.)

Whether formulas (such astRainoldes and Lanhak's) or
.

mess .rigid and less predictable patterns (lake those which

will by analyzed_in the ,follow,ing essays) .guide the arrange-

ment, of ,an oration, ii Particular, or a discourse, in'geh-.-

e al'frame's some,kind are alwayi present.
2

And commUni-

ca aye petence for both sender and receiver depends, on

g ping. them. Only thencan disCoursefUrther encode, itself

into the language and grammar which support an'overriding'

rhetorical purpote.
4

Problems arise when either senders or receivers try to

bypass larger discourse frames in order'to grasp 'meaning"

dirtctly. Sincejsuch framing shapes 'Meaning, in terms of '

suptalinguistic discoUrse unit function and rhetorical pur-.

pose, "the'analysis" of meaning is never exhausted by a simple

analysis of the words uttered" (Wootton, 1976:59). Nor is,

12
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meaning essentially captured even by It analysis ofthe

grammar into which the words are fit,

.Effective speakersand narrators cuettheir liteners
,.

.1*
1.

. to shifts between discourse units. They thus avoid th. e

5

troubie which arises from shifts from situational (real life)

to grammatical (a recreation) framing. Real events, relived

through their telling within cultural,' situational, and peT-
-7;

formance frames (the material of socio- and ethnolinguistics),

are reducid in. their Pefrmance to blind echdes ofthemselve.s

as they allencteed into mere lang-uage. Ron Scoilon (1977)
. ,

presents an example in a a ription of a Chipewyan oral .
A e

. performance in wfirch th perf rnier's concern for his audience

causes him to use' "pr sodic and paralinguistic featUres which

include intonation downdrift, paus ng, and rate ofspeech".,

.

(25) to preclude audience mismatching of discourse.units:.

with the grammatical units used in their presentation.

When oral performarCce further reduces to written narra'-'

tive, the temptation to reduce meaning to grammarvbecomes

even more irresistible. To understand why this is so we must

examine the nature of textUalitilitself. Texts provide the

simplest access°:(viz., visual- -quick and reviewable) to dis-

course frames--especially arrangement. Since a text hai had

its phonological component refined out of it, it must present,

visual cues (indentation, capitalization, punctuation,
eg
and

in general, a more rigid and intriocategrammar) fox a reader's
YIP

interpretation of its meaning. As Jakobson notes about

13
4
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speech events in general; this meaning is TiCiTmcontained" In

the words (or "in" the te3ct) themselves but lies-rather at

the end of the Speech event. This applies to a text too if

it is considered within c'hecontext of its performance and

situational frames--which become the literary tradition at

their furthest extension. For a text: the meaning remains
.

suspended until the text isptOcessed by its receiver. Thus

what-we need to do here, first of all,, is to. recognize this

processing by the reader as the performance which completes

the TeA.

The text resembles a musical score which, without a

revitalization Of the composer's intention.'by a reader/per-

former, will'remain mute and in the most profound sense

unfulfilled, But a text, Unlike-a musical score, most often

does not have a conductor. Thus a textual "score" must fund-
.

tion more autonomously than both a musical score and spoken

discourse. It thus represents a much mote "closed" system

tl1an does an actual speech evnt unfolding in teal time.

A text therefore appears to its readers as a mere object--

prImarily by virtue of its mass, volume, and mute "rthingneoss."

During its performance,
>

though,' a text becomes a trigger and

thus a part of a ser' of "moments" in an ongoing,writer-
00"

.
1

reader discourse.

.

...

One further difference here betwfien face-to-face and

written discourse is that the'author cannot correct his

reader's misinterpretation of frames the way a speaker can

14 tO
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for his audience. 'Since, as Goffman (1974:19) notes, frapreeni

is an ongoing activity in which the here and now are constant'

being related to the broader time /reality narrative 'frame ,

the potential for a reader's getting lost far outweighs the

potential for a listener's getting lost.

Similarly., the reader cannot shape the author' s

e -

way a listener can the speaker's.3 But, as Hymes.(Gumperz and' .

Hymeis,, 1972) notes, "communicative competence [what 'a speaker rt

needs to know to communicate effectively in-culturally signif-

'icant settings] refers [ultimately] to tine ability to performA

So, like the author, who must compose without a real audience,

the reader also performs in a vacuum and,must do without.the'

correctives an oral performer can give his audience. Since

successful performance depends first of all on the speaker's

accurate-interpretation of what has been said before, failure
41

at an,terpretative competence dooms the speaker to an inapprel

,priate performance.

What makes a text especially amenable to alessintricate

and more definitive analysis of strategies used its intei--

pretation, however, is, ironically, its objective or static

component. By elillOnating the gross paralinguitic cues

which most often override the subtler texturings of idea',

arrangement and their stylistic representatan,,We carve out

,an object which better lends itself to linguistic andrhetdr-
.

ical rather than more general,psychological and epistemologi-

cal study.' In doing so-though we limit the range of subjects

to those who are skilled enough performers of texts.

15
tor
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With these differences between speech (retreated events)

and text (written recreations of orally recreated events) in

mind, we need to go back and review some of the featurei.ofs

discourse framing shared 'by both spoken and written discourse.

Most germane to the present study are: (1) the affinity

between listener and reader, and (2) the rationale for

focusing on listener and reader rather than on speakevand
os.

writer. Again, readers must take a much more, active tole in

making written discourse come alive than do listeners of oral

3discoursesince in the latter the s aker,himsel.f is the one

who makes-the words. come alive. This suggests a Closer

affinity between reader and oral performer than reader-and 4;

listener. Even so,.reader and listener share an even deeper

affinitylihan do reader and oral performer. Both reader and

listener must react to and comprehend what they read or hear

before any further processing can occur and, in particular;

before any creative interpretation can occur on the readOr.'4

part. More practically, since we cannot directly read 'the

oral performer's or thehe author's communicative intentions,

we are left, in'both media, with audience reaction as4deed

the only measure of discourse effectiveness. .,Since the

text-reader relationship require'process-oriented. model

of the text (as trigger, or musical score) if the text is to

be studied as part of a discourse, our attention' must shift.

here to function. And function can be measured only indi-

rectly, in,terms of reader performance.

16
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Ervin-Tripp (1964) provides the rationale for this

attention to function:. She recognizei the choice a student

of discourse has to make when she divides speech into topic

(manifest content) and function (latent content)., Discourse

functionds latent because certain functions must almost

always be masked. As a result,`" discrepancies arise between

manifest content and latent fuArion. The problem boils .\

down to: (1) Can we believe that what someone says reveals

his intentions?, and (2) How do we evaluate the success of

conveying these intentions?

4pf example, in her study of Burundi rhetoric, logic,

and poetics, Ethel Albert (196.4) discovers that villagers.

(like everyone else) do not pay "social" calls or engage in-
.

"iidle" talk; these are always purpose-oriented. As an ouk-

sider, howevei, she learns that the only way for her-to gauge

the real nature of a "social" call is to notice what results

from such ,a visit. When she sees money change hands or future

commitments made, she is-able to determine the speaker's pin.-

pose. This indirectly measures latent function or, better.;

the success or failure of the original speaker's functional

intentions. In other words, to see whether a speakerlids

achieved-his purpose, we must study the hearer and then plot

back to hypothesize a speaker's purpose "behind" his'framing

of,it. Before we can.explain the dynamics -of performance in

Oheral though, let alone inappropriate performance, we must

,understand the prospss of interpretation which'precedes per-

formance.

17'
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Gumperi (1977) makes a distinction between ''conversa-

tpnal'inference" and referential meaning in speech and aims

eb "show how prosody and paralinguistic cues function in

signalling frames of interpretation" (200) in his larger

attempt. to show a semantic basis of discourse. His approach

is not new with him; he, lists three major,research traditions
-

'from which hillaU4es his-study: ,(1) The ethnography of..

'speaking (Hymil 1962) Oils to fill the gap between ethnog-

rmphy ankgriamar.
9

It concentrates on the !'means of speying"

(via :Guipetz!. '.''linguistic repertoire") as well as on the

,f;

frames which signal to people/how to interpret conversational

,

Sequences and how to integrate their social knowledge in

speech interaction. (2) 1,4nguistic pragmatics focuses on the
*, ,

(Weaker'scommunigative intent (instead of merely --...words'
?"

relationships to things). It uses the Fllay 'as an.analog-for

conversation: conversing is likeepellaborating on a play--

with the similar constraints of audience and thematic coher-
,

enget (3) Ethnomethodology, the sociology of verbal inter-:.

actilon, considers interpretation of meaning as negotiated
N\

and not unilaterally conveyed by the speaker. For this

school,coRverotion is rule-governed, and therefore strategies

ind pasponsev can be examined within a systematic framework.
*

n

Gumperz callsAthe signalling devices which help the

listener make the appropriate conversational inferences

"contextualization cues." le suggests that, listeners evalu4

. ate message meaning and the sequencing pattern of discourse

18
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units: in relation to 'contextualizat. ion cues, in the sutrface

structure. Certain "coo!,currence expectations," which allow
V4

a listenef to-associate styles of speaking with contextual

presuppositions, form the-"tradition" against which new

discourse 'takes shape.

In texts, however, the contextualization,cues are subtle

and the contextualization task thus more demanding. liosodic

and paralinguistic cues are reduced to punctuation marks and 4

other formal markers, such as transition words. These tex-

tual conventions are (as is literacy in' general). learned,
.

rather than acquired-.-as are prosody and gestures--and are
.

often ambiguous, leading.to miscuing more than their acoustic

and more fully contextualizing counterparts.fully
. . ,

Although a reader's inference-makingotask is more com-

plicated San a listener's, the need for a reader s inference-

making outstrips that of a listener. The task itse f remains
.0.

essentially. the same fortboth, as Gumperz notes: (1) "the

perception of prosodic andralinguistic cues" (i.e., for

the listener; other; wr4tteni cues mark discourse junctures'

and tuboTdinat\on for the reader)_; (2) the interpretation of

these cues; this in turn requires "first of .all, judgments

of expectednes (e.g., "chatting".about the weather implies

frequent changes of topic] and thin a search for an inter-

..

rpetation that makes sense in terms of what we (already]

know and what we have perceived 410 the act of listening or

reading]" (204). For both listening and reading then we

19
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need a 'dynamic, process- oriented model of framing and

interpretation.

Perhaps naarea of classical rhetoric (the'angestor of
'

bdh,discourse analysis and communicatiwe competenCe)-=
X

invention, arrangement, memory, style, and.delivery7-lends.

itself as well to such investigtion of the functional natur

of discourse framing as arrangement (disposftio). Memory

and delivery dropped out of the classical patterh'in the
. .

Renaissance with the shift froM oral to written composition .

r
. 1

,

as the discursive paradigm. Invention (the procesS of

arriving at a topic), while still releAnt to an age of

. literacy, maybe evident Eb the writer in his composing

ocess,but may never reveal itself to a reader in tAfinal

presentaton. Invention, which occursin the writer's mind,

has a built-in depth whickis untraceable through linguistics
. i.

At the othertextreme, style, a sur ace phendmenon, while much
.:. i , .

''Zr *more salieht than invention, is i itself too "narrow," .1.e.,- ........j

. tootgrammar-bound and,.0in general, too intriate.(the trees
I

.

obscuring our view of the foiest) to be of the best use in a

VE,

t

study of whole-to-parts framing activities. The linguistic

grImpar of stylistic frames, tied as it /s to sentences, is,

rather, shaped by skillful writers.to fit the controlling

rhetorical grammarof the discourse--whether story, essay,

or argument. In other words, since writers set out to write

discourse and not simply a sequendoe of "correct" sentences

(Pitkin, 1969), study of discourse interpretation would best

20
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%
begih with a similar global orientation. Thus stylistic

frames,. especially for th writey en on,-depd
X'

the selection

(invention)
,
and_di. sitio (arrangement) of the ideas and

rhetorical purposes which they reinforce.

'-However, style and grammar do'play a crucial role for

Iudents of diScourse if we look at the discourse in terms

of its interpretatiqi.e., gm the reader's *point of view.

This importance-can be attributed'tb the-higher visibility .
V .

(

of style (as compared,to'arrangement an invention), which

causes it-to overshadow the less salient arrangement frames

through which.rhetorical purpose evolves to its completion.

Aisreader, then, proceeds frpi parts to whole moreso than

does ihd original composer. v(Practiced readers providean

exception here since they can often limn the holistic pat-

tern--especially as they peyform in their favorite-genre.)

In the folloWing udy, therefore, we need'to look at style

mainly in order tr ee how it might interfere with a reader'S''

interpretation of 'deeper" arrangement frames.

te

C. Reader. Paragraphing

Perhaps the siaplest way to see reader interpretation of.

Vtrangement frames is to ask readers to indent unParagraphed

texts. Although readers' do not usually'need to perform this

. .

kind of rhetorical chunking themselves, it would seem to
1* -.\) .

represent the same kind ofointegrative 'skill required at
, -

both "loWer" (btit superficial -- grammatical and lexicand
*

21
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"higher:' (but buriedoverall purpose-oriented). levels of

text. By thus deciding on frame beginnings and endings, a
.

reader interprets a text by breaking it up into "discourse

blocs" (Pitkin, 1969)., By inferringsstrategies which control,

such interpretation we can learn more about discouTse

processing in general.

Young, Becker, and Pike (1970) consider'such interpreting

of '"plot" .frames as a prerequisi for any further comAkinica-

tiAve competencewhether in reading or writing. For example,

if a reader cannot determine whether a text'is proceeding

according to what Burke (1931) calls. a "conversational"

(stressing the repetitive pignciple of form) or'a "written"

(stressing the progressive principle of form) mode,
5 then he

would seem to be at a disadvantage when attempting to.purpose-

fully
.

plot his own "responsible" discourse. Put another way,

a'Teader's'idea of change nee ds to fit the author's in order

for thought-to-flow between author,'text, and reader.

Burke (1941), concentrating on literary farm, makes a

statement which applies to all discourse. He defiftes form

as "ain arousing and fulfillmeipt of desires . . . one part of

444..

[a work] . . . leads a reader to anticipate another part, tostk.

be gratified by the sequence." Simijarfy, Winterowd a971)

defines form a1s "the internalset of consistent relationships

perceived in any course" (41," Unfortunately, as 1,-,son

(1976) notes, re ers find no short cuts in simple "aims' -

"pattern of,arraAgemint" match-ups, in which genre and Purpose

22
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would rigidly shape arrangement. This explains Larson' s (1911)

earlier suggestion to study professional wriZeng in order to

examine how effective writers work through their plaais to

completion. Hopefully, the "movement's of min d" thus dis='

covered inferentially would be useful aids in helping students

develop 'heir own ideas. Finally., he notes that while "form

may nOtibe the message . . . it interprets the message while

relaying it" ,(19746 :71).

General agreement of readers on paragraphing'would support

the thesis (as did Koen, Becker, and Young's 1967 study) that

while paragtaphS are conventional units, they are nonetheless

very real and not arbitrary "readabifiti" breaks in an essay' s

visual lurface structure. Rodgers (1966) expresses the preEe-,

'cluv and differentiates, reade- from writer-paragraphing even

more succinctly: "Paragraphs are not composed; they are dis-

covered. To compose isto create, to indent is to interpret."

To repeat, recognizing-the "deep structure" of an titter-
..

ante as well as the surface structure in which it appears

(Winterowd, 1971) is no simple task which can be labeled

"correct" or "wrong." Rather, patterns of interpretation
. 4

neeeto,be described and explained. In this way readers can

be. ilifhi.entiated from one another accordihg to their sensi-

tivity to intra-discourse rhetorical functions. Again,

"arrangement" in general and parigtap-king in particular offer

the best tack for learning morejtbout the often elusive kind
A

A

of framing in which skill does not automatically come along

with mere linguistic or grammatical competence.

23 7,
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II. The Problem

A

The question to be dddiessed hove concerns composition.'

The present study aims-ultimately to'improve the pedagogy of

composition to both native and nonnative speakers of English

'by attempting to describe the processes used by _different

kinds of readers as they frame discourse,according to authorial

.cues--both stylistic and rhetorical. As noted above, the

nature of reading, rgther than the act of writing itself,

makes reading more amenable for determining both: (1) the

ect,of differences between readers, and (2) the nature of

these differences.

Previdus studies have focused on: (1) paragraphing, in

the hope of showing that paragraphs were. not simply readabil-

ity breaks, determined by visual aesthetics or other para-
.

discursiVe patterning (Moen, Becker, and Young, 1967 (2)

the "rhetorical units" themselves' which, according to rhetor

ical function, make up "discourse blocs" both within and among

paragraphs (Pitkin, 1969); (3) "subjective story structure"

(Pollard-Gott, McCloskey, and Todres, 1979) in order to test

whether 'the structural descriptioils of stories generated by

the gradtars [i.e., the intuitiye.traming by the analyst]

.correspond to the structure people perceive in the stories",

(252); and (4) ;'paragraph as a grammatical unit" (Long-

acre, 1979), in which paragraphs and parts of paragraphsbfill

"functional slots" in discourse in a manner similar to the

way the system of clauses does.
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Both (3) and (4)'s rationale ,(n 1979) resembles .that

'which Pitkin (1969) employs in his ".diScourse bloc-ing"

17

technique. .For example, both-Pitkin and Pollard:Gott et al

depend upon.an intuitive framing or clustering. While Pitkin

aims to present merely the methpd itself, Pollard-Gott et al.
1

seek to empirically validate'theii intuitive delineation.

Longacre's. method, on the other hand, matches Pitkin's almost

point by point-'-at least in.theory: Wh4le stopping short of

actually charting out a discourse, Longa6re ch racttizes

paragraphs.as:' (1) being organized hierarchically and thus

recursive; (2) being composed of "functional slots" which au

weighted; (S) using temporal, overlap to maintain thematic.

coherence; and (4) having their "deep" thematic unity

"reflected in the surface features of the paragraph'itself" :
*

(118). In other. words: (1) paragraphs proceed "vertically"

as well as "horizontally" in relation to, each other; (2) they

fit themselves into rhetorically oriented templates such as

generic-specific, question-answer, assertion- support, problem-

-solution, etc.; (3) they use "meanwhile" relationships between
/1

Items within functional slots--even though temporal, order

often seems to conflict with discursive progression,, creating
v

i complication which Barflies11977:118) calls a fugued effect;

and (4) their grammatical features reinforce the underlying

conceptual and rhetorical progression; this feature is central

also to Koen et al.

AMP
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None of these approaches, hoivever, are used to differen-

tfate readers according to their-discourse processing stiate-'

gies in general,,nor their paragraphing skill's in particular.

J. E. Comber (1975). suggests" that college freshmen need work

on improving their "larger compreheffsioli" strategies. The

hypothesis here suggests that while this advice is probably

usef(l for all freshMen to Some eent, its application con-

frOnt4 different problem's according to what kindof freshman.'

is being considered. It further suggests that something,

perhaps overattention tothe intricacies of-the linguistic-.

code itself,- often interferes with some readerS''Perpliving/

processing /interpreting /performing /understanding of texts at.d

that this something',doesnot i66-Diee as much with other

readers.' At this point, I suspect thit teachers need to

speftd more time explidliting the code of arrangement rather

than to assume that this larger framing system will somehow

"fall into place" once an appreciation ofthe more tangible

components--viz., grammar and style--is gained. Again, the

movement frdhl arrangement to style prOceeds from whole to .

parts. The sooner the conceptual outl\ne is grasped.,phe

sooner all the stylistic parts can fall nto place. But,

alas, arrangempt does neAnd itself to codification as

rigidly as does' grammar. In fact, differe t modes of tom -'

position--oral-fOrmulaictfor memory's sake, "residually oral,"

literate, or "secondarily oral" (Ong, 1.967)-- an drastically

alter the criteria and strategiesthinddiscou se arrgement.
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And it'is sensitivity to.this range of compositional tech-
.

.niques.which readers need 'to'have instilled in them..

My categories of students in this profile will tie:
41100,

0 native, literate speakers of English; native, but supposedly

less literate speakers; and nonnative English speakers of

litigate and less skillfully literate backgrounds. One .

question asks whether a student is "better off," in terms
w,

of%interpretive abilities, as a literate nonnativ speaker

T)of English pr as a semiliterate but native speake . Again,

the methodology bases itself on the notion that "to'indent

is to interpret" and that,the act of paragraphing represents-
.

thelrossest kind of in erpretation, making it a natural

object of descriptive stud . The main question asks whether

'indenting depends,, for diffq.ent readers, on different pat-
W

. terns based on different sets of criteria for interpreting

discourse flow. ,In order to determine whether various

criteria involve various notions of discourse structure in,

general or perhaps just variable emphasis,on.surface cues,
. gi

the readers' performance must be elicited, described, and

interpreted.

Alb
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III. Methodology

4. Discourse Bloc-ing and the Three 'Systems

The methodology, used here is.eclectic although Pitfckn's

(1969) "discourse bloc-ing" technique forms its core. This

method improves upon Koen, Becker, and Young's (1967), which

bases itself on the variable attention given by the reader to

the lexical, grammatical, and rhetorical systems (explained

below). While allowing attention to be paid to the lexical

and grammatical systems, the present method (after Pitkin)

portrays the rhezoricd1,system as hierarchical. This clari-
,

.'fies the level of importance of the breaks in the rhetorical

system -- illustrating that all rhetyical breaks are not

equal.' in the following discussion "higher" 1- peaks

refer to the more significant rhetorical b eaks.

The lexical and grammatical systems, on the other hand,

can be examined without a chart or a special technique.

Simply, to follow Koen et af., lexical "equivalence" in a

text maintains itself over several selitences.by using syno-

nyms, metaphors, paraphrases, and relative and-persgpal

pronouns. Grammatical coherence depends on formal markers,

"such as the singularity or plurality'of subjects and predi-

cates, the tenses of verbs, and the presence and kind of

modal auxiliaries" (2). Koen et al. describe the rhetorical

system as consisting of a sequence of functional slots (e.g.,

40
topic -- restriction -- illustration and problemsolution).

fr
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Formal markers, such as for example, on the other hand, in

other words, however, etc., sometimes signal shifts froth' one

slat to another (2).
.

Pitkin refines the ehetoTical system with his notion of

discourse-blocs, since effective writing sets out to create

discourse, not sentences. Discourse blocs, consisting of

Zrhetorical units" are determined "by virtue of their
416,

tions toward.[a particular]purpose: The [rhetorical] ,units

[of discourse blocsliwould be units because of'what they wexe

doing; not merely of where they might be, and the continuum

would be segmented by junctures in space time, _not mere] by

joints in space" (139), signalled ambiguously by indentations,

periods, commas, etc. Rhetoricar units are - sometimes narrower-,

sometimes broader, and sometimes identical with the grammatical

sentence since sentences often exercise more than onerfunction.

. In short, discouise bloc-ing allows discourse juncturesto be

marked in terms of significance as well As mere presence.

The underlying rationale holds, simply', that "the

hierarchy of discourse is--like the hierarchy of/the complex
.

word, the phrase, the sentence--without gaps, a continuum of

-increasingly complex structures" (141). Two relationships '

between rhetorical units, "horizontal" and "vertical,"- and

their weightings,provide.the principles of discourse bloc
. ,

.
.

classification. The horizontal relationships are "coordina-

tion"tion" and "complementation." In the form.), two equal. units

compose a set under a'common superordinate

.

29
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pet dog and cat. In thelatter, two units are meaningful

only in their relationship to one another- -e.g., cause and

effect. Vertical relation.ships include "subordination"

(genus to species) and "superordination" (species to genus). .

A discourse bloc analysis of a text that reflects both hori-

.zontal and vertical "movement." Where shifts between dis-

course blocs are formally marked, these markers have been

included.

Discourse bloc analyses' allow us to compare (1) readers'
.

validation of a text's rhetorical structure with an intuitive

breakdown (which usually follows an auhor's own paragraphing)

and 42) the performance of di.ffe;ent groups with each other.

In the second case, -the analyses help explain the nature of

'what might constitute rhetorical "change" for different

readers. Again, the lekical and grapmatical systems' are.

also important but their layout, perceivable as it is on the

surface )
needs/no elaborate schematization.

B. Experimental Design

Four passages were chosen, accordingf their"length,

si1nplicity, rhetorical purpose, and genre. Where necessary,

vocabulAry was simplified. Also,(An compound sentences where

rhetorical units ended at the first main clause, these sen-

tences were punctuated as two sentences--thus presenting the

.

reader with. an additional choice as ta a discouise boundary.
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In addition, one passage ("The Town Dump") represents only

the initial eight paragraph's of a lengthier essay; and one

passage ("The Great Frog Hunt" represents a single vignette

of a much longer' narrative.

; "The Great Frog Hunt," ariunparagraplied passage from

John Steinbeck (1945), was chosen as a narrative example;

"The Town,Dump," by Wallace Stegner (1959), as an example of

exposition, blit with a very.strong narrative element; "Take

Youf College in Stride," by William Cii:letbn (1947), as

exposition moving away from narrative and towards perivasion;

and "New Schools," by Eric Hoffer (1976), as aTgument/proposal.

The groups of readers were chosen according to (1) their

degree of literacy and (2) their degree of fluency with

"English." Since the present study does not pretend to be

statistically' based, students initially were not catalogued

individually but rather according to their academic placements

In the case of the MiCronesian group (mainly Yapese, Trukese,

and Ponapean), subjects were chosen on the basis of their

coming from cultures which are more primarily',"oral" in cast

than say the U.S., Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong; Singapore, and

urban Thailand and Korea. This latter group accounted for

the home base for almost all the other subjects, in the study.

Furthermore, the Micronesians seem to\know "English," at

least in terms of conversational fluency, bettr than typical .

1

students fromother nonAtive but more literate groups.

More simply, Micronesian subjects face the two-pronged

31
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problem of learning "English" white learning to read,period.

Other groups learn to read first in their native tongues.

The groups are these: .

(1) English 100 (EN.100):-University of Hawaii fresh-
man composition students; all native speakers;
sixty students from three different class
'sections.

(2) English 21 and 22 (EN 21 & 22)--Kapiolani
Community College reading and composition students;
twenty-nine native speakers from three different
class sections.

(3) .English 9 (EN 9)--Honolulu Community College basic
writing students; eleven native speakers from
three different classes.

(4) English as a Second Language 100 ( 100)--Univer-
sity of Hawaii composition students; alt nonnative
speakers (mainly Chinese and Japanese); fifty'
students fEom four different class sections;

Micronesian. students and writers (MIC)--twenty-
four subjects: twelve freshmen and sophomores
at Hawaii Pacific College from .three different
composition classes; and twelve older students
from the University of Hawaii's Pacific Area
Language Materials Development Center and the
Bilingual Education Program for Micronesia.

As can be seen,'the "literacy" criterion was used primarily.

to separate EN 100, EN 21 & 22, and'EN 9; the "Englisi

(5)

fluency" criterion was used to separate ESL 100 and MIC

from the native speaker groups.

Readers were told to indent the passage where "appropriate,"

and to write'the number of the ,entente which opened a new

paragraph. They were given as much of thesixty-minute

class period per' passage as neceskary, even though this

meant that a few readers finished only three passages.

r
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IV. The Analysis

A. Discourse Bloc Analyses

1/4

Following are the four discourse bloc analyses (one for

each passage) and their five percentage tables (one for each

group). First, the rationale for akh analysis will be dis-

cussed. The next section will show' how significance between

groups is determiAd, and 'this will be based on the percentage

tables;.at the bottom of each analysis. These tables can be

ignored for the time being:

Analysis 1--"The Great Frog Hunt"

This` passage, although encompassed within a vague exposi-

tory frime., basically tells a story. The narrative frame

begins with the rhetorical question in rhetorical unit 10 and

continues through unit 32.6 The narrative "line".(i.e., the

sequence of horizontal frames) follows the classic plot--

(iftroduction)-conflict-catharsis-resolutioh/denoUement-(epi-

logue)--lound in most simple stories.

"The Great4Frog Huila," which was not paragraphed at all

by its author, Telres more on the intuitive framing/repre-
.

sented in the discourse .bloc analysis than do the other

passages, whichare paragraphed. Where the analyses of the

-other passages mark the author's paragraph boundiries with a

bOld line, no such line is used for Analysis 1. Instead,

33
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. relative importance of the discourse blods can be judged by

their level--"first" level being the most important.

For a reader to "Miss" the Janke in horizontal, "pro-

gressive" movement at any one of the rhetorical units which

begin the main sections of this plot'wOuld suggest that his,

framing strategies differ Irom those of the discourse bloc

analysis. A brief scan of the table reveals that differences

between and among groups do appear at units 10, 19, 23, and

31--the points where the narrative most "noticeably" shifts

gears. Whether these differences represent significant mis-

matches will be discussed in the following section. In any

eveit,,,such apparent divergence from the discdurse bloc

analysis.and such differences among the groups raises the

suspicion that readers sometimes disagree with each other as

to the arrangement inherent in the text. Below are the pas-

sage itself and its analysis.

The Gieat Frog Hunt

1Durffi-fff-aln-trat-frogs and men have lived
&in the same world, it is most likely that men have

hunted frogs. And during that time a pattern of hunt
and hide has developed. The man with net or bow or
lance or gui creeps noiselessly, as he thinks, toward
.the frog. The pattern requi.res that the frog sit
still, sit very still and wait. The rules of the game
require the frog to wait until the 'final flicker of a
second, when the net is coming down, when the lance is
in the air, when the finger squeezes the trigger, then
the'frog jumps, plops into the water, swims to the
bottom and waits gntil the man goes away. 6That is
the way it is done, the. way it 41as always been done.

t
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.Frogs have every ictright to expet always 'be
done that way. oNow and then the net is too quick,
the lance pierces, the gun flickS and that frofis
gone, but it is all fair and in the framework.
9Frogs don't resent that. 10But how could they have
anticipated Mack -'s new method? 11How could they have
foreseen'the horror that folloyei? 12The sudden
flashing of lights the shouting and squealing of men,
the rush of feet. '13Every frog leaped, plopped into
the pool, and swamas fast as it could to the bottom.
14Then to the pool plunged the line of men, stamping,
chtiri4ng, moving in a crazy line up the pool, flinging
their feet about. 15Hysterically the frogs, displaced

. from their quiet spots, swam ahead of the crazy thrash-
ing feet.. and the feet came on.* 16Frogs are good swim-
mers but thdy haven't much endurance. 17Down the
pool'they went until finally they were bunched and
crowded against the end: loAnd the feet and wildly

'plunging bodies followed them. 19A few frogs got
through and these were,saved. 20But the majority
decided to leave this pool forever, to find a new
home in ,a new country where this kind of thing, didn't
happen. 21A wave of scared, frustrated frogs, big
ones, little ones, brown ones, green ones, men frogs
and women ffogs, a wave of thqm broke over the bank,
crawled, leaped, scrambled. '2They crawled over each
other on their way up the grass,--they grabbed each
other, little ones rode on big ones. '3And the

on horror--the flashlights.fOund them. L4Two
men *gathered them like berries. The line of men
came out of the,water and crbsed_in on their rear and
gathered them like potatoes. 26Fens -and fifties of
them were thrown into the big sacks, which were filled
with tired, frightened, d surprisd frogs, with
dripping, crying frogs. 47Some.got nazoy, of course,
and some had been saved in the pool. But never in

. frog history had such an execution taken place.
4YFrogs by the pound, by the fifty pounds. 30They
weren't cOvnted but there must have been 'six or'seven
hundred., u'lThen happily Mack tied up the necks of the
sacks -. 32They were soaking, dripping wet and the air
was cool.

4
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Analysis 2--"The Town Dump"

The second passage attempts, simply, to prove that the

town dump "has more poetry and excitement in it than people

did." This assertion occurs in unit 4; the rest of the pas--

sage (5-37) supports it. However, the overall expository

(explanatory) purpose relies on severalmarrative vignettes

for its fulfillment. In the discourse bloc analysi1,

authorial paragraphing is represented by bold vertical

lines. Other important discourse junctures, which do not

coincide with the author's paragraphs, manifest their impor-

tance by their leyel relative to other junctures. As in the

analysis for "The, Great Frog Hunt," "first" level breaks are

found in the highest row.

The combination of actual paragraph boundaries and other
0

discourse bip.c boundaries make Analysis 2 much more interest-
, .. t r_

ing than Analysis 1. ipach.vertical bold line closure or

oiting of a horizontal line represents another reason for

the discourse juricture and thus supports the author's

decision to paragraph at that poilit. 'Although Koen et al.'

have shown that paragraphing is nbt merely an aesthetic

judgment, one can see in Analysis 2; which follows, that

often, even when there are several "reasons" for paragraph-
,

ing, these seasons are overridden by an aesthetic sense which

recoils at one- or two-sentence paragraphs. That is, closure

As sometimes withheld because of aesthetic considegions.

33
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Units 4-9b in Analysis 2, below, provide such an example. .

While unit 4 closes three discourse frames, the paragraph

break does n cur until unit Sa, which opens four frames;

one of these es, however, outranks t e frames closed by

unit 4. ilarly, unit 6-opens three frames but is too

close'to the paragraph bleak at Sa to 6e.taken as another

paragraph break. However, at 6 too the frames that are

opened are lower than two of the ones which Sa opens, and

this also weakens support for a new paragraph at 6. 4 is

not the case at unit 9a. Here three framesare op d, but

they are all "under" the "suPpoit" ftame opened-in 6; Yet,

the author paragraphs at 9a. A further Scan of Analysis 2

and the other analyses will reveal a few-other instances of

apparently nonlogical, or at least inconsistent, paragraphing

infelicities. The poiit here is that the real significance

of discourse junctures depends on their context--their con-

figuration under or alongside other .frames.

A central questip here asks whether or not the begin-

-flings of the narrative segments will cFe- some readers to

paragraph at these poia. To do so; when narrative and

expositorrpurposes fail to coincide, would suggest that

vertical-, "repetipe" frames are being read somehow as

progressive. Illustration/support frames would thus seem to

be-regarded as,more significant in terms of discourse develop-

ment than larger, expository frames, which here are inter-

mingled with spatial frames. Units 13, 17, ;S, and 34 begin

39
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such narrative illustrations .of, more general expository

points. The table reflects differences of onekind or another

at all these points, differences which will be examined in the

next section. First, the passage (tie rhetoriCal units are

marked here; they Were not marked for the ,subjects of.the

study--only sentence boundaries were numbered for them):

The Town Dump

1aThe town bf_Whitemud, Saskatchewan, could only
have been a few years old when I knew it, lbbecause
the village was born in 1911 and I left there in 1919.
2But IAremember the dump better than I remember most
of the people. 31 spent more time with it, for one
thing. 4It has more poetry and excitement in it than
eople did. SaIt lay in the southeast corner of town,-p

5bin section that was always full of adventure for
me. °Jut there the Whitemud River left the hills,
bent a little south, and started its long journey
across the prairie and ,American border to join the
Milk River. 7For all I knew as a child, it might have
been on its way to join some secret underground river.
oSimply, before my eyes, it disappeared into strange-
ness and wonder. .9aAlso,where it passed below the

. dumpground, it ran.through the lowland 9bthat were d
favorite campsite for passing horse-wagon driverg,
travelers, sometimes Indians. lOaThe very.straw
scattered around those camps, the ashes of those ,

strangers' dampfireA the manure of their horse teams
and saddle horses, Lubwere hot with adventurous possi-
bilities. -"aft was as an extension, a living suburb,
as it were, of the dumpground llbthat we most valued
those camp's, 12aWe looked all over them for'things the
campers might have left, l2bas if they had been archeo-
logica/ sites full of the secrets of ancient civiliza-
tions. 131 remember toting around fol. weeks the broken
cheik strap from a horse's bridle. 1.4aSomehow or other.
its buckle 14blooked as"if it had been fashioned in a
far place, a place where they Were used to flattening,
the tongues of buckles for reasons that could only be
exciting, and where they made .a habit of plating the
metal with. some valuable-alloy, probably silver. 151n
places where the silver was worn away:theAuckle under-,
neath shone dull yellow: probably-gold. 16It seemed

4o
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that excitement liked that end\aihown better than
our end. 17Once old Mrs. Gustafson, deeply religious.

...and a little crazy; went over there with a wagon full
- of,trash. 18As she was driving home along' the river
she. looked and.sawan.exhausted catfish, washed in
from Cypress Lake or some other Rart of the hills,
floatin on the yellow-water. 1YHe was two feet,
long -h rwhiskers hung down, his fins and tail were
limp. utte was a kind of fish that no one had seen.
in fhe Whitemud Rixer in"the three or four years of
.the town's .life. 4-LHe was a kind at none of us
childrerilad ever seen'anywhere. "Mrs. Gustafson
had never.seen 'one like him either.. m23She thought
at once that he was the devil. 24She whipped up her
horse team and reported him at Hoffman's elevator._
2SaWe,cpuldhear her screeching and 'yelling about the
fish 430as we ran to the river,to see for ourselves.fish

enough, there he was. 4/He looked very tired.
28He Made. no great effort to escape when .we pushed out
a half - sunken rowboat from below bridge, pot it under4.
him, and brot(ght him ashore. 29aWhen he died three days
later 49bwe.experimentally fed him to two half-wild
cats,. 29Cbut they seemed to uffer no ill effects.
30aAt that same end 2f town -501,the irrigation passage
crossed the river. bllt always seemed to ne to be very
high when 1.. hung my 'chin over its wooden edge and
looked-downr 3ZIt-probably rose no more than twenty

4 feet above the water, however. 33-44rdinarily in
summer it.carrfed about six or ekght,Inches of smooth-
water, 33band'under the moving water. -21 this little
closed-in stream the wood was covereerwtth deep sun-,
warmed moss as sligk as-frogs' eggs.. 34A by Qauld,

4 sit in this stream with the water, pushing against his
back; and grab a cross brace above him, and pull,
shooting himself sledlike ahead until he ould,reach
the next brace for anotber slide, and it' on across the
river in four scoots .)baBut nothing in that end of
.town was aS good as ?Sbtheedumpground that scattered
along a little waterway yhich dipped dovili toward the'
river.form the south. 36Through a\historical process
it went back, probably, to the roots of community;
Sanitation and distaste for eyesores, back to a law
.passed in 188.8. '37Thus the dump was one of, the very,
:first community projects, almost-the town's first
institution.
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Analysis 3--"Take,Your College in Stride
7

This passage, originaliglielivered as,a speech, is an

exposition which argues more strongly than does."The Town

Dump.", The assertion in unit 2 (which is reasserted in 4)

sets out the supportive/persuasive purpose fil- the rest of

the discourse. First, "leisure time", must be proven as the

"greatest" among other opportunities in college--especially

the opportunity of experiencing college professors. That a

student ought not to rely on his professors for too much

when it comes to,iearnIng and that his leisure timdkought

to be'spent with books fOrm secondary and more particular

assertions to be proven. Topic shifts here seem simpler

than in either passage 1 or 2 because the narrative compo-.

nent is not nearly as strong. This causes less complication

because of narrative,frame, such as spatial and event,

interference with expository frame configuration. In this

one.restiect then passage 3 is easier to follow than passage 2.

("Take Your College in Stride," however, fails to achieve the

same "levels" of literary merit is those attained by "The

Town.Dump." Such merit bases itself on metaphorical identi-

fication of°1areas" of the mind with actua4. places and events
. 4W

. . . and, ingeneral, a skillful blurring of discourse

boundaries.)

At first blush, the interesting features of this analysis

are the formal markers (for the 'rhetorical systei) and the
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lexical and grammqical system shifts, which may be more

crucial here than in the other passages. Also, i kind of

frame-breaking occurs at units 3a, 7a, and 30. At these

points the "speaker" addresses the audience direcily. A

quick review of "The Great Frog Hunt" shows how, at unit 10,

the actual narrative began with a similarly "disruptive"

/(

thetorical question. Again, the passage and then the ,

discourse bloc analysis:

Take Your College in Stride

la
lb

College offers ypu five great opportlinities--
'prefessori, contact with fellow students who them-
selves Are the products of a selection process,
'laboratories, alibrary filled with books, and
leisure time. 4And the greatest of these is leisure
time. 3aIs it not strange that the greatest good
2rovided by a university is something intangible--

'313something _that cannot be seen, nsomething that
cannot be written, down in the catalogues or reduced
to Clock hours, credits, degrees? 4But the leisure
time offered you Ouring your college days is a
priceless gift. 3aNever again in your life will you
..hamA so much time7-5btime to broWse, to think, to
dream, to discu§s, to argue, to question, to create,'
to construct. °Even if you should become a college
professor you will never again have so much precious
leisure. aBeware of those educators who want t'6--
put you in a strait jacket and 'Dmakt you account for
every. minute.of your waking hours. aaThose educators
do notiwant a university; abthey want an army. 9aWhat
any professor can give you in any subject is limited--
9blimited by the inability of any man, however great,
his sense of others' experience, to impart but a small
fraction of his knowledge and experience; climited by
the necessarily formal nature of the student:teacher
relationship; 9dlimited by'the professor's-own talents
and background "limited by cultural and traditional
restraint b. .luaEven the greatest of teachers are I

limited, lublimited by the very clarity of the poirq
of view which makes.them famous and respected. 11Your
pipfessor, to be sure, will be able to suggest, to

45
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encourage, ,to help'tie up, loose.ends; to put things
together, to point cut connections where none seemed
to exist before. l'IlIf-hs is the sort of person who
can do this in an intetesting and exciting way, so
much the better. 13If he has developed eno#gh matur-
ity in his own subject to have come to a definite
point of view and to have 0.4 some original contri-
butions, then you are luck again. 14And if he can
express his ideas withOut pomposity and with humor
and sparkle, then you are really lucky. 15However,-
even the most gifted professors can give you little
real insight, undirebinding, ripeness of dgment,
wisdom. 16These are the results of living',

ju
countless

contacts with men and events, wide experience, travel,
observation, the reading of, great books, the doing of
great dec-" 4s, thinking and.acting in real life situa-
tions. The library, even in this scientific age, is
the student's chief source of knowledge., 18A university
'library is a truly nderful place. 19aThere you can

b019-1find almost all t 1icfeas that men in all times and .

places have thought -= 9bthe ugly and the beautiful,
the foolish and the wise, the grotesque and the sensi-
ble, the curious and the useful. 20aThere you can
re-live the life experience of the human race _-?Obthe .

story,'stiLl unfinished, of man's slow groping for
civilization. 41As sources cf ideas, professors simply
cannot compete with books. 42Books can b found to fit
almost every need, temper, or interest. h3aBooks can
be read when you are in the mood they do not have
to be taken in periodic doses. 44Books are both25aBooksmore

23b-,,

personal and more imperso'nal than professors.
have an inner confidenCe which individuals seldom show;
45bthey rarely have to be onlAhe defensive. 46aBooks'
can afford to be bold and courageous and exploratory;
26bthey do not have to .be so carefg, of boards,qf
trustees ptolleagues, an4 ",communitropanion.- nooks
are infinitely diver, ,Ybthey run the entire range
of human activity. "laBooki can be found to express
every point of view!' 28bif you want a different point
of view you can read a different book. aEven your
professor at his best when he writes books and ,

-articles; hbthe teaching performance rarely equali
the written effort. .)9Studdhts.who come to college
just to waste their time will not underttand what I
have had to say. .)1Neither,will these who come just
to earn high gradessand academic honors. 34tut the

.

others--those who have oome to learn of life in this
puzzling and complicated world of ours--will, I think,

(

.

, understand. ,

\ .
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Analysis 4--"NeW Schools"

38

f

Like "Take Your College in Stride," "New Schools" argues

a position in an attempt to persuade. The latter goes further

than the former though in its presentation of a specific pro -

posal for the reader's perusal. The controlliftg frames are

problem-solution: Unit 8, as the rhetoriCal culmination of

units 1-7, preseAs the problem while units 18-23 lay out the

.solution. In between, units-9a-17b provide the theoretical

.hackground for the practical solution, 18-23. Units 24-26b

simply booms-the_proposal by showing that ft is the most

appropriate remedy for the situation.

"New Schools" blends, though somewhat re mildly,

nartatiVe and ekposition similar to the way "The Town Dump"

does. For example, unit ?a and, especially, units 15-16

present very short narrative, illustration in the form of

testimon$1. Interestingly., fewer English 100 (EN 100)

students,knative and literate English speakers, than stu-

dents from any other group choose these units as paragraph

beginnings.' Even unit 9a, which according to the author does

begin a paragraph, fails. to elicit much sense of change in
. /

EN 100 students; only 14% paragraph here. This seems to

,support t14 suspicion drawn from "The Town Dumpu'regarding .

the narrative frame's ability to overshadow (for some readers)

SUppoeldly more encompassing exptisitory frames. Again here

as in the other passages a more elaborate-description depends

upon the significance pf the differentes'between the groups.

b
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New Schools

39

1
Some time ago, while writing an essay on the young,
I was surprised by the discovery that the young at
present do not make up a higher percentfige of the
population than they did in the past. kThe percent-
age of the young has regained remarkably constant
through many decades. °What'has changed is the
percentage of tieen-agers: 4We used to count as
;een- agers, those between the ages of 13 and 19.
Now the teen-age gorup includes those between the

ages of 10 and 30. °aTelevision is glyin* 10-year-
olds the style of life of juveniles, "while the
space age education explosion has been keeping
students in their late twenties on the campuses in

c%a giate of prolongeadolescence. /There are no
children any more. 8Our public schools are packed
with mini-men hungering for the choices and probably
the responsibilities of adults. "The poet W. H. Auden
sgid that what America needs are puberty rites and .a
council of elders--A'which are probably beyond-our
reach. 10What ;his country needs and can have is
child labor. llaThe minirmen, bored by meaningleit
book learning, llbare hungry

"
for action, hungry to

,get all kinds of skills. There will be no peace in
the schools and no effective learning until the cur
riculum is returned to meet the needs of the new type
of students. "There is evidence that a student in
his early twenties, when he is eager to learn, can
master in less than a year all the book learning that
teachers try to force into unwilliig, bored minds
through grammar and high school. 'there is also
evidence that forced book learning in public schools,
rather than preparing students for a fuller mastery of
subjects later in college, oi4eft....makeS them unfit for
it. When the great British physicist Sir Joseph
Thomson was asked why England produced great scientists,
he answered: "Beouse we hardly teach science at all
in the schools. 100ver here the minds that come to
physics arrive in the laboratory with a-freshness
which is free from routine." 1/aReading and writing
are a different matter--17bif these are not thoroughly
mastered early in life, we will continue to have what
we have now:; college students who can do neither.
18/ -propose, then, that half of the school day be
given to book learning--reading and writing, elemen-
ary mathematics, a familiarization with the geography
of the world, and a bird's-eye View of history--and
the other half_to the mastery of skills. 4Retired

50
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skilled carpenters, masons, plumbers, electricians,
mechanics, gardeners, architects, city planners, etc.,
could teach the young how to build houses and roads,
how to landscape and garden, how to operate all sorts
of machines. ORetired bankers, manufacturers, mer-

- chants, and politicians clild teach the young about
finance and management. In small towns where there
is only one school it would be easy to set aside a.
hundred acres or so on which generations of students
could build a model neighborhood, plant gardens, and
raise- crops. 22In large cities the work would h7e
to be done on tha outskirIs or on land de ava' able'
by slum clearance. 43By the time the aduated from
highschool, the young would b equipp to earn a
living and to run the world. h4There is no reason to
believe that adults will soon regain their lost nerve
d be able to impose their values on the young.
But there is nothing-t9 prevent adults from trans-

mitting their skills. "aIt is also becoming clear
that a society that does not know how to cope with
juvehiles 'can maintain'the measure of stability and
continsity necessary for,vilized living only by
abolishing adolescence--"cDby giving the young the
skills, opportunities, responsibilities, and rewards
of grown-ups.
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B. Reader Paragraphing Variation

To determine whether or, not.differe'pces between' groups

are significant a chi-iquare test was used. Two -by -two

tables allowed the used of g .simplified formula:.

X
2, (lad - bcl - 1114)2N

(a+.b)(a + c) (b +.d) 4,Gr,+ d)

for the fillowing set of two rows and two columns showing

frequencies of a, b, c, d,, as in. Table (a) below (Dixon and

Massey, 1957:226):

Table (a)

. 1 II Total

1 a b a + b -

2 c ,d d + d

Total a + c r a + c. + d = N
,

For 1 degree of freedom x2.95 = 3.84.. Thus xi values ipater

than or equal to 3.84 represent sign.ificant cliffirencei,

between groups.

-

,Rhetorical units at which different groups' performances

were compared were selected ,by virtue of the apparent presence

of significant gaps-between group percentages. All gaps

- which are significant (in light of the X2 test) and some .of

those which are not but which occur at interesting'rhetoricil

breaks. have been included. TlilifollowingiseAes of graphs.
+Oa

(la-4b).and tables (1-4) show, respectively, (1) the apparent

54
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gaps, and (2) the relative significance of differences be-

tween groups (in a two at a time comparispn).

43

The (b) ,'series of graphst--1(b),"\-41'b), '3(b), 4(b)--compare
'

native speakers whpee skill in literacy varies (EN 100, EN 21

& 22, and EN 9),. The (a) series compares-EN 100 native,
410.

Jiterate.speake0 rs of English to nonnative and literate

'speakers,(EtL 100) And to nonnative speakers whose first

language of diteracy.is English (41g)--because they 'come

'from oral tultu Another Otoparigon, namely between

ESL 100-and N 21 & 22, will also be made, but'without the

use of a gra
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TABLE 1. --, Chi-squared values between groups at various .

rhetorical units in "The Great Frog Hunt" (xz values .1 3.84
represent significant differences)

Rhet.
Unit

% of 60
EN 100

% of 29;
, EN 21/22

I of 11
EN 9

% of 50
ESL 100

% of 24
MIC X

2

3

30 , 7 (9) (56) (21) 4.32
30
30 36 6195

16.767 = , . 56

5
7 38 (27) (22) (29) 11.50--

383 -' 15.71

Z5 3 (0) al* (8 (13)
.-1,-,c

4.78
25 4.39

a
18 (17) 1 (36) 38 (4) 4.37

17 38 /.82

- leis, 45 (34) 9 (25) 3.62
45 . ,

_734)
25 2.10

15
7 (7)

s.
36 (16)

,
(25) 5.50

36 ' \ 3.36-
36 1-6 1.Z5

19 (13) (10) 27, , (8) 4 2.02

23
22

*
7' (0) . (6) (13) 2.08

ZZ -
, 6 6 4.20

24 (12) , 3 "(18) (18) 21
, .
2.41

27
28 . (17) 1 9 S20) (4) .94

Zik 1 - 4 4.55

29
12 . (77)

.,
j27 ) - 30 (13) 4.64

4-.51 _

31
18 lb (9) (2) (0) .44

18 .
.

, Z 5.90
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TAliE 3. -- Chi-squared values between groups at various
. rhetorical units in "Take Your College in Stride"

Rhet.
Unit

% of 59

EN 100
% of 29
EN'41/22

% of IN
EN 9

% of 49
ESL 100

% of 23
MIC X

2

3

'31 (31) (43 41 (17) 2.95
41 17 5,03

31 17 , .86
5 3 - (2 (4) (13) 3.24

7

78 69 45 (49) (57) 2.41
78 . . 49 8:63
78 . .tc- S7 2.78

69 . 49 2.20

9
32 (21) (5r) (29) 13 2.20

57 13 .52

11

49 (41) 71 (33) (26) ' .51
71 26 3.00

49 33 2.36
49 26 2.72

16
7

'

(10) 43 (8) (13) 5.21
.

43 8

(39---;\
3.94
6.08

21

71 41 (43) (39)
71 43 ,1.1g-

71 39 , 10.15 -,..

71 30 9.80
41 30 .27

22
17 (21) (29) 4 (261- 3.28

3.80. 21 ",-). 4
( 4 26 5.60

29
2 14 . (43) (4) (4) 3.29
2 43 '-12.09

43 4 7.06

30
. 97 (79) 57 (80) (5.D 8.85

97
i

. 57 15.83
57 . 80

4.
.70
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TABU 4.*--- Chi-squared values between grpups at various
rhetorical units in "New Schools"

Rhet.
.Unit

% of 59
EN 100

% of 2/k
EN 21/22

% of 10
EN'9

% of 49
ESL 100

% of 24
MIC X

2

4'

20 4 (0) (27) (8) 2.98
)_4.864 27

27 8 2.24

6

37 146) 60 (24) .(38) . 1.01
37 24

_
1.48

46 .
Z4 . 2.97
24 38 .77

7

46 11 (10) (14) (8) 8.83
46 10 3.17
46 , 14 , 10.88

. 46 8 8.93

9

15 36 (20) (Z7) (17) 3.53
15 27 ` 1.46

. Z7 17 .41-

12
27 11 (20) (12) , (21) 2.11
27 L2 4.25

.,

15

20 43 (700 , (37) (631 3.76
20 70 8.43

2.8220' $ 37
20 63 11.96

- 43 70 I.2Z
70 37 2.52,

1.2943 63
37 63 3.34

17

68 .32 (20) . (61) (25) 8.41
68 20 , 6.32
68 25 10.97

3Z 61 4.92
. , 20 61 4.14

61 25 6.89

19
15 29' (30) (20) (38)

38
1.31
3.7
1.64

15
20 38 '

Z3 ZZ 0., 40 (16) 17si .68
1.43
4.7-b'24

54 (43) (40) - 41

54 -

41 23 1.13

4
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Tables 1-4 can be reduced for the sake of interpretive

convenience to two shorter tables: one for high and one for

low EN 100 percentages as compared to other groups. Tables

.

9-11 below are marked accord, ag to lexical...41J, gramilatical 40,

(G), and rhetorical (R) system shifts which occur at various

*rhetorical units. Complete tables of all system shifts for

each passage can be found in Tables 5-'8 in the Appendix.

_Again, lexical system shift occur when the lexical equiva-

lence chain (noun, pronoun, synonym, metaphor, etc.) is

biloken or when the topic shifts without foreshadowing by the

"comment" of the previous-sentence. iGratmatical system

-)7 shifts occur wi ;h changei of tense, modality, number, voice

and mood. Rhetorical system shifts are also listed) but a

much better idea of the nature of these shifts can be gotten
,

from Discourse Bloc Analyses 1-4, presented in section IV(A).

In fact rhetorical shifts have been coded with a numbered

subscript on the basis of the level_fff the discourse frame

in which they occur in the discourse bloc analyses: Quoted

rhetorical shifts ("R") represent sKifts which are almost

negligible, according to the discourse bloc analyses.
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Table 9

Rhetorical Units and Their Functions
for High EN 100 Percentages

Passage
.

Rhet. units
with high EN
100 t's

Rhetorical Function

1

3) (L,G,R3) beginning of illus./support of 2

6 (RI)
interp, of 3-5 and set-up for
7 ' s assertion 1

23 (L,G,R2)
denouement of catharsis 20-22 .anti
beginning of event series #3

27 (G,R3)
second half of denouement and
set-up for interp. comment in 28

31 (L,G,R2) -epilogue
. .

2

5
.

(G,R1)
beg. of narrower spatial frame and
beg. of support of 4--"poetry"

9 ("R" ) -
4- '-''

beg. of even narrower spatial
frame, "campsite"

13 (L,G,R6) illustration/support of 12

16 (L,R1)
beg. of support for 2nd part of 4's
asser. & venom. of previous, larger
spatial 'frame, "that end of town"

25 (LiG,R5),
shift to 1st pers. pt. of view of
event in 17-24; beg. of new event- -
reaction to 17-24

30 (L,2)
renom. of larger spatial frame- -
"that same end of town" and nom. of
new topic--"irrigation passage"
renom. of larger spatial frame--
"that end of town" and nom. of new
topic--"dumpground"
direct address -- "Beware "; rebuttal
of 3's rhet. ques. and reasser. of 4

35
.

(L,G,R2)

3

7 (L,G,R3)

21
.

(L,R2)
rends. of "profes-vors" and nom. of
"books," as foreshadowed by 17 -20's
discussion of "library"

30 (L,G,R1)
Rhet. appeal [seeks to identify aud.
as .non- "time -wasters" ; implied
direct address)

4,

7 (L,G,R3) general asser. & conclusion of 4-6

17 (L,G,R3)
nom. of new topic and asser., t

as qualification of 13-16.

24 (L,G,R0 "boost" to solution in 9a-23

77.
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Table 10
C'

Rhetori'Cal Units and Their Functions
for Low EN 100 Percentages'

Passage
Rhet. units
with low EN
100 %'s

Rhetorical Function
_

1

3 (L,G.R)
J

beg. of illus./supp. of 2 (event el)

5 (L,"R" ) cont.(ifillus./supp. of 2 (event #3)

8 ("R"4)
ripp4. -(as qualif.) of 7's
asset. (marked "now and then

15 (L;"R"4)
event (q) of event series 1Z
(a-e; "'effect" of 14's "cause"

29 (G
'"R

l-4-
amplif. ( repet.) of interp;
"topic" half of 29-30 Topic-Cdm.

2

7 (G,"R"5)
interp. (from child's pt. of
view) & statement of relefance
o£6

10a (L,"R"5)
narrower topic--"the very straw"

fine focus of 9's "campsites' -

15 ("R"8)
closing unit for "buckle°
segment introduced in 14

17 (L,"R" ).
.

nary. illus. of Ws asser.
J1

(which begins 2nd half' of _

support of 4--"excitement")

36 ("R"4)
historical dec. of 35's
"dumpground"

3

16 (G,"R"4) support of 15's assertion

29 (L,G,"R".)
4

"boost" for "book" asser. in
21-28b; repet. of 21's "profes-
sors" for recontext (also
throwback to 9)
illus./testimony supporting 13
and 14's assertions .

15 (L,G,R4)

73
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Finally, Tae 11, working with less data than Tables

9 and 10, represents high and low ESL 100 percentages as

compared to those of EN 21 & 22 and EN 9. ; /The results are

inconclusive, however: three out of five high ESL 100

values were high for a good reason- -they occur at real (i.e.,
'0

authorial) shifts (marked *)--but two out klif three low per-

centages (at which EN 21 & 22, and sometim0 EN 9, were high)

also occurred at real paragraph boundaries.

Table 11
41.-p

Rhetorical Units and Theif Fumtions for
High and Low ESL 100 Percentages

Passage
Rhet. units
with. high
ESL.100 %'s

Rhet. units
with low
ESL 100 %'s

i

-

Rhetorical Functions '

1

3* (L,G,R3) illustration

5 (L,"R"4)
beg. of event #3 of
series 3,4,5

29 (G,"R"4) . beg. of'Topic-C mment

2

.

7 (G,"R"4)
interp. of 6 Ct. of
view shift).

'35a* (L,G,R2) nomin. of "dumpgi-eynd"

.

3

.
,

.

,

22* (G,R3)

(but, x2 ° 3.80
only)

.

..

beg. of supp. for 21

'beg.

4

4* (L,G,R2)
.

of supp. for
riser. to come; hist.
backld.--"we used to"
nomin. of new topic;
qualif. of 13-1617a* (L,G,R3)

4

73
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V. Results

A. Rhetorical System Emphases ,

Table 9 reveali that EN 100 percentages are compara-

tively,high in seventeen out of eighteen cases only where a

rhetorical system break is involved. ("R" in the tables

represents.a non-authentic rhetorical'break, but provides a

means for assigning a level to the break.) Table 10 shows

that EN 100 low. percentages occur at major rhetorical breaks

on qnly two out of thirteen occasions. In other words 94%
F_

ofthe EN 100 high values involve rhetorical shiftswhile

only.18% of EN 10 low values involve such shifts. The 18%

figure for low EN 100 percentages means that for the'other

82% of the.casesvarious nori-EN 100 groups selected paragraph

junctures on some baSis other than the presence of,a rhetor-

ical break.:

For example, in "The Great Frog Hunt".various,non-EN 100

groups score high compared to EN 100 percentages at units S,
.4

8, 1S, and 29. A look back at Table 10 and also Discourse

Block Analysis 1 shows that no reajwiltittorical breaks occur .

at these units. Instead, at unit 'S the third event of the

series in units 3-S is presented. The introduction to S,

however, he rules of the gamolrequire," may signal to some

a break in the lexicarequivalence,chain, one link of which

Is found in unit 4--"The pattern requires." Actually "The

rule" and "The pattern" are synonym, and unit S's opener

merely repeats the same background information found in 4.

- 410-#*
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4
The pattern requir that,the frog sit still;
it very,still and wait. The rules be& the

c-61

game require the frog to wait until the' final
flicker of a second, . V."

Unii8 also elicits highirjercentages.of non-EN 100

groups (exceirt for. EN 21 $ 225 than of EN 1 -00. The ,assertion

in unit 7 is simply amplified and thus repeated in unit 8.

Not only. does no rhetorical break occur at this point, but

there is also's lack of lexica and g ammitidal system

a

breaks. The only surface feature which Might seem to cue'a---

discourse pincture for some is the vague temporalframe,

"NoW and then."
t

6
Tha
'cr'

itis the way it is done, the way it has
always.been,done. 7Frogs have every right
potinect that it wi41 always be doneathaf
way. Now and then the net is too quick,,
the lance pierc&S,- the gun flicks and that
frog is gone, but it pis allkl fair and,in'the
framewthA., 9Frogs'don't resent that.,

,..., ,

Unit 154 similIr to unit ,S, presents* one iVegrM
t.
in:a

.

.. ,

series. 'Why. non -EN /00 groups (except for EN 21 $.22) para-

graph more hete than Ek,lao can only be Surmised. A Wicai
. -

system shift.("th lineAmen"o4014 to "the frogs'` of 1S) ../,-

does occur, but no

.

other Sshifts do. , 'lc,..,s'
.

.

..> . f
. 14Then into the pool plunged the line of men,

stamping, churning, moving in ,a crazy line up .

theipool, flinging their feet about. 1SHyster-
ically the frogs, displaced- from their quiet
spots, swam ahead.of the thrashing feet and t
the feememe on. . .,

Ai

'Finally, unit 29 which elicit high percentages for

EN 9 and ESL 100 groups, might cue readers for a more evident

reason. As a fragment, unit 29 depends on unit 28tfor its
,

t, - .
.

. .
- ,

.:t.

.. ,

81 '"
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context. The proper punctuation between the two units would

be a dash. However, insteatrof taking unit 29 as an ampliTi-

cation/description of "such an exetutfon,""some EN 9 and

ESL_100 students take it as the "topic" to unit 30's

"comment."' Here, then, grammar seems to be a-probable cause

for some toclaragraph.

(28
But never in frog history had such an execution

taken place. 29FrOgs by the pound, by the fifty
pownds. 30TI-ley weren't counted but. there must
have been sif or sevep hundred.

Thus for 'non-EN 100 groups fhetorical shift would seem to bet_

interpretedras less of a .change 'than shifts in other, surface
< .it

level systemk(viz., lexidal and grammaticali.
'

"The Town Ippip" and 'New Schools" Ikso provide examples

of how non-EN,100 groups key their paragraphing responses

according to essentially non-rhetorical phenomena. One.

example from each of these.two passages represents the kind

of.4ecisi.on non-EN 100 groupS make and fN 100 doesn't, since

in Table 1 he low EN 100- units are also high unit.:for

,

,EN 100 groups.

.

Unit 10a in "The'Town Dump" marks a lexical system, or

topic shift from iplfts 9a-9b.- 'interestingly enough, this

wshift" is not so ofichri shift as a zoctmini in on the

"favorite cimpsiteintroduced , The discourse maims

vertically, not horito lly he '!Nevertheless, non-EN
*.

190 grpupsshowsign4ficant a ement ate unit 1-Oa as to the 1

4oresence of Asoliscakse juncture.

.

t
7 .. 82 ..

,
. ... r

wit'.. . ..,
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9aAlso, where ipasseof below the dumpground,
9bit ran through the lowlands that were a
favorite campsite for passing horse-wagon
drivers, travelers, sometimes Indians.
10aThe very straw scattered around those,
camps, the ashes of those strangers' caip-
fires, the manure of their horse teams' and
saddle horses, lObwere hot with adventurous
possibilities.

In unit 15 of "New Schools" a similar noh-EN 100 percep-

.- tion of discourse juncture occurs-. Here the lexical (- tlic) ,

. .

and grammatical (tense) system' shifts' are much more.evident

than the fourth-level rhitiorical.shift. Again, the reason /
is that grammatical and lexical shiffiicah be determihea i5h.-

a yes/no basis while rhtitoricat shifts assert themselves by

degrees. Unit 15 ,does represent a rhetorical shift, but not

a.very significit ane; it merely amplifies 14's general

assertion of,"evidence" by providing.testienial,suppiTt..

ft
1r

14There is also eVidence that forCed book
learning in.publie schools, rather than
preparing students for a fuller mastery
of subjects later in.college, often Makes
them unfit for it. 5When the'great British
physicist Sir Joseph Thomson was asked why
England produced grediscientists, he
answered, 'Because we hardly.,teach science
at all in the school's.'

/ -

One featurfvneeds .to_be recalledit this point: all

'rhetarical.breaks'ate not'Oqual. Instead, of a gross yes/no

decision as to the presence of. a break, a silbtlitr measure is-

;

neidea: Weighting-rhetoricai brei-kS'`accordini to their

(1411y 1\through 4) provides the fine tuning
1

,

-lk 11, 4
.06 41-

unecessary.

1.
. w N. .4'

g

a

4.

a '.
a 1
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An example of a "first level" break occurs at unit 10 in
4

Analysis'l ("But how could they have anticipated MA's new

method?"). Here begins the second part (the description of

the new method) of the entire story. Similar cardinal breaks

occur in Analysis 2 at units 5 and 16; in Analysis 3 at 2a and

30; and in Analysis 4 at 9aand 24. Such weighting accounts

for e nature of the relationships, between different level*

rh orical functions.

A review of Tables 9 and 10 .(pp. 57,5'8) and of.the

-Vieighted-Vilues of rhetoridhl breaks shows that, firit of all,

even "purely" lexical or grammatical breaks can be assigned

a rhetorical break. Such rhetorical taggings were not.as-
.

,

signed in the first place because of the ffames' relatively
.11

low OksuaIly.lower than third)' level and thus relatively
4-

trivial status as rhetorical breaks- Secondly,' averages of

rhetorical break levels for high and low0EN 100 values can be

figured They corroborate the rough percentages (941,ant 1134,,

respeCtively) figured on the basis o.f-a yes/ -ho classification

as to rhetorical breaks. For high EN 100 values the average .

,II
\ 261-Vel for rhetorical breaks is' 2.61. For low EN 100 values

r . I r
.

the average is 4.30. Thus both ways, rough and subtle, of
.

! t .

looking at the attention paid to rhet6rical breaks suggest-
I., 4

V
' I.

.. that EN 100 outperforms other groups (although not groupoutperforms
, .

o
c-*N

- Consistently} by virtue of its more accurate assessment qfs'
1

..

'.e.'

, ;.... r
...... ,

,
-.

....
.,

.:.,..-.... 0.

:,..-% 11-

',A'S

...'t4

.

.

*

.

the rhetorical system. -

. t

.
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.

.
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A similar averaging of ESL 100 vs.. EN 2.1 & 22 perform-

antes from Table 11 (p. 59)'gives a levl of 3.2 for high

* ESL 100 values and 3.0 for lows. These averages do not

suggest that, like native-speaking EN 100, ESL 100 tends to

pay more attention to real "rhetorical shifts than other

:nori-EN 100 groups.

B. EventOrientation,

Section V(A).discusses EN 100 and DSL 100's :tendency to

use high-level rhetorical system breaks as their criteria

for identifying paragraphs. A chi-squared comparis94 of

paragraph selectionn, percentagesan analysis 'according to

the lexical, grammatical, and rhetoricil systems (Koen,

Becker, and Young, 1967), and discourse bloc analyses

(Pitkin,.1969) were all used to identify differentes and to
4

describe the nature- of these differences , especially in terns

of rhetorical function. The results showithat -where EW.160

does nbt agree with other groups, EN100 chooses in favoI of

rhetorical system breaks whereas other groups select breaks

which are not primarily (or even secondarily or ter iarily)

rhetorical' Jut rather lexical or grammatical.

But !zither:schema allow other descriptions of the data

In addition to the desdriptions based on rhetorical functi

\!two,more patterns become apparent. The most pervasive; mo t

-e

85
a
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closely related to the description in V(A), and perhaps the

most profound can be described in terms of event-orientation.

"Event-ofientation" refers to the apparent tendency of certain

groups to follow the event-line ("story"-line) instead of

recognizing the place of the event in a larger expository

frame for idea development (i.e., a "logical"-line, such as

assertion-suppoit-illustration). In.such case's an author's

intended illustration of a main point overshadows the main

point instead of illuminating it. 7 '

For example, at rhetdricarunit 1/ in "The Town Dump"

both,EN 21 & 22 and ESL 100 "outparagraph" EN100,by.x2's of

- $3.42 and 18.24, respectively. EN 100, on the other hand,

oUtparagraphs EN 21 & 22 and ESL 100 at unit 16 by x2's of

8.64 and 24.20.respectively. A look at the text brings out

the point about event-orientation even more clearly:

151n places where the silver was worn away
the buckle underneath shone dull yellow:
probably gold. 16It seemed-that excitement
liked that end of town better than our end.
170nce old Mrs. Gustafson,, deeply rbligious
and a little ciazy, went over there with 'a
wagon full of train.

While unit 16-might be considered a transitional "para-

graph"
,

which s up-the narrative which follows, it was.not,

in fact, chbsen-

who chose 'ma

he EN 21.& 22 and EN 100 students

theuse of th

raph. beginning. In this case

rker "once" (as an abbreviation of

"once upon a time It aggravate such overemphasis on. .

the beginning of an 't series. Unit 34, ho ever, which
.

. 86
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does not begin with such a formal market, nevertheless'
--elicits, among EN 9,4 relatively, high percentage cpmpared

67

,
to EN 100 (a 'x2 of 3.43; which apprOches'the'.3.-84 necessary

for 'significant -difference).
., ..

33aordinarily iii.,,s-uitmer it -,{the; irrigatian,
- passage] carried about, six cir-eight inches
of smooth water, 33band. !kinder the.001-igig,,
water- -this little - ,closed in strealp the '

, wood was covered with deep- Sun-Varmed.niceps. '
as slick as' frog' .eggS, 34A .ligy cpuld 'sit '
in this stream iiAh -the 'watex.pushing;: ,

(against his back, a,ndt-grab--4grpss .brae . --,..

above him,_ and :pup,-7,' shobtienr hfmself ;:).:: . `fsledlike -aheactt;ati--1 he -tould :reath the : . 1 *

next- brace fOr vitt titer 4,1,itle-, -entiv-twon- e 4
across the "river in fthir stiiots.,- e ,...:; .r 4" vs ..'. :
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perspective--into their role in developing ideas whose

exposition motivates their presence in the first place--

non-EN 100 readers seem to treat them as though they were

offered up merely for the reader's delectation. 'Such an

impulse would tend to blur the boundary between genres--

between purposeful exposition and narrative/description

which descriptive and eventful detail are offered merely for

the sake of imaginative Stimulation.

Although no one group differs from low EN 100 values

in ellfour of- the cases-mentioned, some.,consistency does.

manifest itself: EN 21 & 22 is higher at the event-relating

units two out of four times; EN 9, three out of.four, and

ESL 100, three out of four. Unfortunately, the natures of

"Tie Great Frog Hunt," of which its rhetorical units are

4
almost all event-oriented, and "Take Your College in Stride,"

which relates no events, do not-Allow for a wider sample of

1

.Tdomparative performance at event-relating rhetoricgl units.
#

A

11` C. Epiloguivg
. .

Besides event - orientation, another pattern among non-

.

, EN 100 groUps can be seen. This one Might be called "epi-,

loguing." In.these cases non-EN .100 groupitend to tag on

what EN 100 considers. topic sentences/paragrlph openers.to

a'

"
1. 7-

lg. .

the previoui paragrap . For example, in "New Schools ":

1/)
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16'Over here the minds that come to physics
arrive in the laboratory with 4 freshness
which is free from routine.' 17aRea0jaig
and writing are a different matter if
these are not thoroughly mastered early in
life, we will continue to have what we have
now: college students who can do neither.

.69

At, unit 17a, 68% of EN 100 and 61% of_ESL 100 paragraph ,

while only 32% of EN 21 & 22, 20% of EN 9, and 25% of MIC do.

X2 values for EN 100 as compared to the latter three groups

are, respectively, 8.41, 6.32, and 10.97; and for ESL 100

compared to the same three grodps they are 4.92, 4.14, and

Although the author fails to paragraph at unit 17, such
0

a dramatic topic shift justifiably demands a new frame /para-

graph for delineating the new controlling idea that is set

out. At least, this is what EN 100 and ESL 100 seem to think.

Other groups seem comfortable attaching this newly introduced

Irk topic to what has gone before. Curiously, ..EN 21 & 22, the .

group upon whom the use of a', topic sentence is probably

most stressed by teachers, selects the classic topic sentence

opener of unit 17a only half iks frequently (32%) as either

EN 100 (68 %) or ESL-100 (61%). This instance presents the

most striking instance of epiloguing because the only con-

nectox'between'units 17a and 16 is the phrase "a different

matter" in 17a, which only vaguely implies that a former

referent (learning science) somehow determines the choice

of "reading and writing" which follows.

MP'
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There are two wags to look at-this phenomenon: (1) by

comparing a particular group's performance at a paragraph's'
dp.

second sentence to'its performance at%he author's paragraph

opener; and (2) by comparing non-EN 100 groups' percentages

to EN 100's lower percentage at a_paragraph''s second sen-

t
tence. "The Town Dump," at writs 10a, -7, and 36, provides

examples df both comparisons. The antitoes paragraphs begin

ft units 9a, 16, and 35a, respectively. a percen .ges are

as follows: '

%'s at Unit 9a 10a 10b

EN 100

. EN 21 &

EN 9
.

ESL 100

:

22

.

,.

a
X- =
4.88

374-- x2 = 4.18

174 X2 ..1 .43

9.--x2 z 4.91
.

164x2 z 2.62

4-'1

4._34

4-64

-0.32

X2 °
7.89

"MI C 0 50

%'s at Unit' 16 17 35a 36'

EN 100 y2
3 X2 11 72 23

8.64 0E. _
13.42

6EN 21 & 22' 31 52- x2 z 45
22.92 e

EN/9 36 .36 18 45 X
2

15.30

ESL 100 184 X2= 31.46 4. 76 , 2 62

MIC 13 50 8 58

In all but two casts EN 100 is the only group whose percent-

age decreases from-the author's paragraph juncture to the

next rhetorical unit which coincides with a sentence boundary.
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While e values between the same group's percentages at

paragraph's opening' and second sentences not always stow

significance (i.e., some x2's are less than 3.84),.the rough

imbalance does seem to be more than simple coincidence.

Similarly, while all x2 values between EN 100 and other

groups are not always greater than 3.84, the differences that

do occur are numerous and large enough to suggest a definite

pattern.

A scan of the opening phrases of the actual paragraphs

,reveals how, conceivably, they could be interpreted as lead-

ins to concluding statements - -vie., 9a's "Also, where it

[i.e., the 'river' just introduced as topic] passed below the

dumpground . . ."; 16's _"It seemed that excitement liked, that

end of town better than our end"; and 35a's-"But nothing in

that end, of town . . . ." But 9a functions to set tip 9b,

. . . it ran through the lowlands
9bthat.mere a favorite

campsite for passing horse-wagon driveri, travelers, and

sometimes IndiOns."

7For all I knew as a child, it [the river]
Imight have been on its way to join some secret
underground river. IsSimply, bqfoy.a. my eyes,
it disappeared into strangeness Ind. wonder.
gaAlso, where it passed below theldumpground
it ran through the lowlands 9bthat were a
favorite campsite for passing horse4agon

10aThedrivers, travelers, sometimes Indianl%
very straw scattered, around those camps,

10:We're
ashes of those strangers' campfires, the manure
of their horse'teams and saddle horses;
hot with adventunous. possibilities.

In otter words, 9a and 9b do roccur'in the same sentence,

thus precluding selection of a paragraph juncture at 9b.

91
eft
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Non-EN 100 groups, however, seem to attach more weight to 9a

than to 9b as to which unit,,controls the sentence 9a-9b.

EN 100, on the other hind, realizes that since 9a-introdutes

a new spatial frame ("lowlands") and 9b a new topic ("camp-

site") the point of 9a-9b is' found in 9b: The 4,iscrepancy

between EN 100 and other groups stems from a different notion

of closure. EN 100 realizes more than
.
the other groups that

to.i.ntroduce a new topic.in an apparently "concluding!' state-

ment ("9aAlso", . . .") changes the concluding function to am

openirig one.

"But," which leads off 35a,:might, lif;'"Also" of 9a,

signal for non-E 100 readers that things are merely winding
3

down instead of gearing up;

.34A. boy could sit in this stream with the
water pushing against his back, and grab
a cross:brace above him, and pull, shooting
himself sledlike ahead until he,could reach,

- the next brace for anothef_slide, 40 so on.-
across the river, in four scoots., ?aBut
nothing-in that end of town was. as good as
3Sbthe dvmpground that scattered along a
little waterway which dipped doWn toward
'the'river from the south.

But here too the new topic, "dumpground," cues EN 10.0 to the

par-agraph juncture at 35a--kince 3Sb occurs in mid-,7sentence.

Unit 16, "It seemed that excitement liked that end of

town better than our end.," .:-/itigh confuse apn-EN .100 groups
./ . -

., .
., .

because of its extrapositic .seemed that . " which

. , places an ambiguous "it"Itutke subject slot. .

'1./...r1

V
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.
. .

..15 In places where the silver was worn away
the buckle undervgath shone dull yellow:
probably- gold. It seemed that excitement,
liked that end of town better than our end.

) Non-EN 100 groups may wonder, at leaSt in passing, whether'

"it" refers to "the buckle" of'unif 15 instead of being a

grammatical filler. .Furthermore, "that end'of :own" might
.

obscure the real topic"exc tement.". -To misplace this,

jemphasis would be tomiss t e ioint of units 16:17..

"Take Your College in Stride,",which, again, was written

to be read as a speech, offers no such ambiguity regarding

.paiagraph closure. "New ScHools,",hollevet, does,offer one

additional and important example. At unit 19, MIC approaches

a real difference .with EN 100 (x =.04). Although other

tgroups..r2 values are too low to reflect real difference with.
.

EN 100, all of.themdo exceed their own respective .percent-,_
.

ages fof the actual paragraph,opener'at unit 18.

%'s at Unit l8 ' ."19

'EN 100 .^ 15' 2

EN 21'x, 22 25 29
. . .

EN 9 )0 36t

-ESL 100 16 20
s

;MIC 33 3

. ..

If coRfusion.does exist, it might be explained by the rather

.

. clumsy authorial interposing of units 17a and 17b,'as dis-,''
.

`-

.
- ,

cussed above, which introduce totally new information, at. , s

...s. ,

.
.,

. . .

.

94t
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the end df a ,paragraph. Thus a reader might naturally con-

sider 18, the 'Proposal which 1:17b led up to, as a mere .

follow -up of 17a-171,', 18'S use of "then"'and'the rep6tition

of "reading and writing" do.not tielp to define-matters.

I7a
Reading and- writing are a different

libif. these are not mastered
,early in life, we will continue to have
what we have now college students who
cando neither. 18,I propose, then, that

4 half of.the school day he given to book
learning--reading and writing, elementary
mathematics, a 'familiarization witithe
geography of the world,,and,a bird's-eye
view of history- -and the other half to
"the mastery of skills. .19Retired skilled
carpenters, masons; lumbers, electricians,
mechanics,' gardeners, architects, city
planners, etc., could teach the-young

But no matter how strong the case for legitimateconl.

fusion maybe, the fact remains.that non-EN 100 groups are

consistently more confused than EN 100. :Furthermore,.as

mentioned above, EN 100 and ESL 100 'hark a bre;k1 at unit 17a

at the rate of 68% and 61 %, respe-ctly4ly, mori,than double

the percentages of the other groups. Thus it would seem that

if any two groups had a right (based on a pattern of Confu-

sion) to take 19 instead of 18 es the-paragraph opeper, EN

100 and ESL 100 would be the ones, These gi.oups shOw the

lowest-percentages; however, of all the groups for unit 19,

and only four of the forty EN 100 students who,matked 17a

also marked 19 --'no pattern here. One explanation for this
4

might bethat EN 100 tends to recognize a Onet-sentence,

transitional "paragraph" '(17a -17b) whenit sp one.

;"'

#
9 4
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However, only two of fifty-one stildents who marked eitifer
' ;

.

17:a 6f '18 Marked beth 17a and 18..,, .
, :. .

i

_

"The abbVe instances -initiate at least the general sus-
, .

, , ). ,
., .

'pidiovthat non-EN 100 groups loOk backWards where EN 100 and
.

,

.
.

to some extent" 100-look oforwafds. Such orientation pro- i,

:

vides another a
.

mensipn.to the results of V.(A), which

reflect EN 100's overall attention'to progressive, hothontal-
---,

vs. non-EN 1'00 groups''attention to repetitive, vertical-

rhetorical movement'

4

r
A

. 9 5 .
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VI. Discussion

, The present study shows that native, s militetrate

readers (the basic readers and writers of EN 21 & 22 and the

Very basic writers of .EN 9); nonnative, dra1ly cultured

Micronesian (MIG)'' readers; and nonnatiqe,-literate .readers

(the ESL100 freshman composition students) tend to process

written discourse as though it were °Tally composed.- Native,
T 1

literate readers-_(EN 100) do not exhibit'.,this same tendency.

The expected differences between nonnat=ive, literate readers

(ESL 100) and native, semiliterate readprs (EN 21 and

EN 9) do not surface in the three patternsrhetoric-al signi-

' ficance, event-orientation, and epiloguing--discussed in the

previous section. '1

Whether this seeming lack of differentiation stems from

a paucity of- data or from a masking of one function by another

can bedetermined only by furthe.tiparagraphing tests of each

group. The former problem occur, in determining rhetorical,

significance (see pp. 59 and 6:5); only five ESL 100 high

(EN 21 & 22 and EN'9 low) values and threb'ESL 100 lovi (EN 214

& 22 and EN 9 high)- values can be found in all the data, ancN-

the distribution of significant rhetorical breaks is almost

equal between the two group's, The latter problem, whic

occurs at units 16 and'ri in "The.,Town Dump" ("16It seemed

that excitement liked that end of town better than our end..

Once old.Mrs..Gustafson. deeply religious and a little.

crazy, went ,over there with a ,wagon full'of trash.."), might

96
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. . ,

weaken the perception of ESL 100's,partial agreemdnt with
.

EN 100's non=epiloguing strategy. Since unit 17 happens to

. be an event, ESL 100's 76%.paragraphing at this. point and"'
.

, its 8% at unit 161na.)r stem more from an event-orientation
, .

r than from a tendency to epilogue unit 16 on to.the previous

p agraph. If the event of unit/ 17 does indeed mask the non-
I

epi oguing which'migh have occurred, ESL 100 would agree.

with EN 100 in non-epiloguing in two out of the six examples

discussed (pp. 68-75).instead of just one. Even so, such

agreement is hardly dramatic.

Finally, event-orientation shows no greater affinity

between ESL100 and EN 100 than between ESL l00 dr EN 100

and any other group. Thus, the original research question

whether nonpative but literate readers are more s$illful

than native, semiliterate readers at accurately interpreting

an author's intentions'remains Unanswered. What was found

was.that all groups (even native, supposedly literate readers

to a minor 44tent) tend at crucial points to read exposition
8

, as narrative or oral discourse.

Nonnative (literate--ESL 100--and semiliterate, -or

orally reinforced--MIC) and native, semiliterate readers

demonstrated a penchant foroveremphasizing .leatureS which
0

authors do not. These features are! names (such as those

leading off testimonial support),_ times, actions, and

places - -all outward-looking features ofenarrative structure,

versus theldss salient milestones oflogicil and even

97
v.
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rhetorical discourse: Albert B. Lord (1960) notices that-for

orally composed:narrative these very same features generate

the most stable formulas around which the .narrative is

"plotted." They are, as Lord lists them and as found in

'the four passages: L.

(1). the names of ctors of the story ("Take Your
College tride".and "New Schools ")

(2) the main actions ("The Great Frog Hunt" and
"The Town Dump ")

(3) the-time ("The Great Frog Hunt")

(4) the place, of the actions ("The Great Frog Hunt"
and "The,Town Dump")

Since for orally composed narrative eventf and actor-

based formulas structure discourse (episodiCally and via

flashbacksand repetitions) in lieu of an interiorly con-

, sistent,plot, movement from one formula to another is an

analog to logical progression, in whidh exposition.proceeds

froone discourse unit to another accdrding t a under-
.

lying and controlling idea rather than to more dramatic

events, actors, times, and places. Somewhere along the

"line," however, nonnative and native.but semiliterate

readers fail to take note that exptsition should generate
4)

,
'for_them.different expectations than, do narrative anc?other' NP4

more orally textured discourse.

The problem sums to be one .of integration.; The over-
,

shadowing o.f supposedly controllinhetorical functions by
,

supposedly supporting narrative and illustrative functions

r
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f
suggests.that intergroup disciepancies in paragraphing arise

from a ,skewing of emphasis. Non-EN 100 readers in the study

share a different perspective on and different,expectations

of A,text'smovement. this point comes out particularly

well in "The Town'DuMp, which mixes narrative with.its

exposition?. Also, the third pattern, epiloguing, which sug-

gests a tendency among non-EN 100 groups to
:

interpret topic'

,sentence paragrOh efeners as concluding, or encaps4ating

statements (e.g., "New S,chools"'s '17Reading and writing

are a different matter;. . ."), gives evidence of a different

-
,strategy for__ integration and. coherence than the one used by

EN 100 reader.

Yet another way to decrbbe the reader's task then is

in terms of his treatment of background vs. foreground

. * information. Often these two types of information are

preiented in the same sentence- - e.g.,, from "The town Dump,"

OaAlso, where it passed below the dumpgroundjbackground],
A 9b
it a 4 through the lowlands: /that were a favorite campsite

[fo gfound] for pissing,horse-wagop.,drivers, travelers, :*

sometimes- Indians;" and 113aAt,that same. end of town-[back-

.
ligrolind] tire irrigation passage crossed the river [fare-.

!

grouddl." By presenting a.familiar and broad.spatial frame
. A

the author signals to his,readerS (1) that he is retreating",

from the vertical, close-up fociii onthe previous topic, 'and,

(2)'that he is reorienting his focus to anew topic, but one

93
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which still falls hinder-the control ofa broader (and thus

very familiar) frame.

7
Discourse bloc-ing shows that readers,face two further

complications. Since often a rhetorical unit can be both

an assertion (in a lower level frame) and. a support (in .a
/

higher level frame) (e.g., units 9a, 11, 15, 17, and 21 in

Discourse Bloc Analysis 3, p. 38), th8 readef is presented

with a variety of possible readipgs. Overattention to lower

level functions can preclude a reader's graspiAg a sense'of

theewhole. This cam't-iee.-the-forest-for-the-trees parado,

boils down to what perspective a 'reader uses; A reader's

perspective-must be as flexible as the configuration of

rhetorical units demands. Overviews must mesh with close-

ups in order for the reader to perceiv'e the final' combination
4

of units in ,the text. ,SeRpndly., functional levels,inter-
.

mingle with referential levels to.qreate a blend of dynamic

and static components. '(Discourse 131.9c Analysis 31 brings,
a

this out with the4Use of dotted lines at the,- junctures at

units 9a (for "professor"), 21 (for "professors"), 29a (for

"professor" again), and 30 (for "students"). The dotted

lines attempt to explain how some readers Ind follower or,
P141,s

raise referential frames in relation to functional frames.)

Roland Barthes (1977) describes the situ tion more cleirly:

Very often a single unit
7
wild ave two cor-

relates, one on'.one level (function o± a se-
quenge), and the other on another (indice
with reference to an actant5. Narrative
thus appears as a succession of tightly

1 po

A
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interlocking mediate and immediate elements;
dystaxia determines a 'horizontal' reading,'
while integration superimposes a 'vertical'
reading:. there is a sort of structural
'limping,' an incessant play of potentials
whose varying falls.give the narratiye its
dynamism and energy . . (122)

In regatd to the integration which nonnative and native,

serriliterate readers eed to practice, Barthes's-definition

of langue will supplement the framework already Introduced.

Language [langue] proper can be defined by
the concurrence of twos fundamental processes:
articulation, orAsegmentation, which prodgits -

'units . . . and integration, which gaeherifir
these units into units of higher rank (this
being meaning). This dual process can be

. found-in the language of narrative. [la langue
du recit] -w-hrich-als4o. has an articulation and

'Migration, a Eorm and a mean;.ag. (117)

Ideally, "each unit is perceived at once'in its surfacing

and in its depth" (122).. This parallels the "horizontal"

and "vertical" movements mapped out in the discourse bloc

analyses of IV(A). In both schema (Barthes's and Pitkin's)

the structure ramifies, proliferates, uncovers itself--and

recovers itself, pulls itself together" (1242). The prtNtious

sections -show just how-those unskilled in English per se and

in literacy in gieral "pull the text together" for them-

selves differently than native, Literate readers do and'

thah the author intended. -

I-

s
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'VII. Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications

The above discussion suggests that non-EN 100 ) readors

need to familiarize themselves with the langue of the text.
. .

Perhaps EN 21 & 22, EN 9, and MIC groups need more work than

ESL 100, but the evidence for this, while strong enough to

suggest further, perhaps statistically based study,-does not

prove definitively that ESL 1010 students are indeed more

rhetorically in tune as they interpret 'a,text than say

native-speaking but semi-literate EN 21 & 22 students.

In.any event, for any reader, mere' fluency in the'

linguistic code, of English will not guarantee an accurate

prpcessing of a text. Such a'limited fluehcy deals only, with

the'segmentary, linear aspectof sentence meaning, as evident

in.the lexical and grammatical systems. Broader and deeper

rhetorical meaning can still be ignored without the proper'

attention to the author's framing network, This is true

even for EN 100 students. More often than not, such students

can read a satire such as Jonathan Swift's "A,Modest.Proposall°

and think that the author vas barbaric for even hiving

thought of such a proposal (vit:, to eat babies 'in order to

overcome hard economic tikes)._ What they miss here isrtht

broadest frame of all--the ironic one. determined by tike

author's satirical purpose.

The present study investigates the subtler,framing-..

activities involved in paragraphing. Neverthes, the

,point which semiliterate native speakers miss in failing to

I
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detect irony is the s me. written' discourse is, not composed. .

ana does not proceed .An ence by sentence, rhapsodically; but

is plotted. As Pitkin notes, effective writers set out to

write discourse not sentence strings. Thus, looking at

texts is mere sequences of sentences, lexical equivalence
,

chains, or topic- comment'clusters, does not help much towards

understanding their status as.discourse.

When "basic" .(in terms of'litervy.and not English

grammar per se) writers write they need to confroitt two main

tasks: (1) marshalling and including descriptive detail in

the first place, and (2) distinguishing betwee# relevant and

irrelevant detail with regard to, developing their topic.

Even ,when the detail problem is soived,'"t-he end productof

an expository writing assignment often resembles a parable

more than an essay; and paribles require more reader inter-

pretation than do supposedly self-explanatory expositions.

That is,Aarables and other nonautonomous narratives need a

theory for their interpretation; they are both context

dependent and independent in this sense. For example, a 0 .

.

particular moral orientation, as A controlling "theory,"

might guide a reading of a parable by serving as an inter-
/

pretiOe template,,restristing the wide ran. of all possible

meanings. This way only the meanings consistent with'a par-
,

.ticulaT perspective are insure realization.

Because of an author's potential remoteness in bbtti

time and space, a text contains' t built-in distance which

103
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oral dIscourse does not. Distance makes an author's reliance

on his readers' shared experiences and world vjews.rather

tenuous. Instead of assuming a let of stock reader expecta-

tions an effective writer knows that'he must generate these

expectations himself. In the same vein, he -is the-one who

must plot their fulfillment. Nowhere is thi.i more clearly

illustrated than in a-paragraph which begins with a top,ic

sentence and then proceeds with supporting sentences to make.

thel point. Writers can vary this simple form by placing

their topic sentence at the endof a paragraph. This

"periodic" organization accomplishes a nice twist by seeming'

to proceed inductively, thus.generating more suspense than

the topic' sentence, the paint, had been revealed atthe

Clear writers know how to encode their intentions into

the autonomous sentence meaning necestary for their accurate

recreation by the reader. Clear writers can also be effec-

tive if their message sticks in the reader's mind and there-

fore reasserts itself again and again in order to perhaps
P

change that mind. Effective writers know not only, 'how to

enliven their Prose in order to make its reading enjoyable

but also how to make-their points memorable. The way they

do this is by using terse: aphoristic closing statements

which capture the essence cif their thesis and make it portable.

Such closings reverberate inside the reader, 'Mowing and

cajoling him to periodically reconsider the writer's message

simply'because he can remember it.

104
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Extrapolating from the' composiftg/writing task to the

interpreting/reading'one, one might predict a similar confu-

sion involving the processing of detail around a controlling

idea among semi-skilled readers. Indeed that is what the

present study has found. But while non-EN 100 readers tend
'

to weigh different features of passages differently from

Ell 10Q.creaders, this does not mean that non-EN 100 readers

make random judgments according to whim. Rather than merely

being "out-of" literacy, the ee to also be "into" some-.

thing else.

This something else might well be, from the evidence

here, a habit 61 oral/aural vs. visual and literate process-

ing of information. For example, units'7, 12, and 17a in

"New Schools" come as inct, memorable encapSulaiionsof

the, previous units.

6aTelevision is giving 10- year -olds the style
of life of juveniles, 6bwhile the space age
education explosion has been keepinestudents,
in their late twen'ies on the ,campuses in a
state of prolonged adolescence. /There are
no children any more. / V

11AThe mini-men, bored by meaningless book
learning, llbare hungry for action, hungry to
get all kinds of skills. 12There will be no
peace in the schools, and no effective learning
unt4 the curriculum is reformed to meet the
needs of the netiltype of students'.

.1
6 'Over here the minds that come to physids

arrive in the laboratory with a' freshness which
is free from routine." 17aReading and writing
arre a different matter--17bif these are not
thoroughly mastered early in life, we will
continue to have what we have now: college ,
students who can do neither.
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Units 7 and 12, assert conclusions from previously offered -

support and unite 17a1-17b assert a qualification of the point

10 underlying unit 16-'s testimonial. support. What :all these

have i,n common is tkat their assertions come at the end. The

assertions state themselves strongly and tersely and are

quotable.

What the somewhat rambling "discussion about-basic

writers and semi-literate readers leads up to,is this: the

"something else" which-non-EN 100 groups seem to be "into"

might best be described as a residual orality. AC9oyding to

Ong (1967)and others, *le feature whic,hmast distinguishes

or lengthy oral peTfotmance from discourse composed and pre-

sented writing or print is, the fact that'oral performance
4

is remembered, creatd, and uttered alMost simultaneously.

The oralperformermust'think in .formulas as well as compose

and deliver IS them if he hopes to (1).not run out of things

-6) say and1(2) be underStoodby an audience who must retain
*

;
,

information in their memories without the aid of texts.
,. .

Orally comPoSedowork\intends most of all to conserve:
.

Insuch discourse, redund nOy builds itself into,the very
. ' '

core in the composition p ocess. A writer, on the other

hand, doe nbt needito remember what tosay since the demand

for sPeedy Andprolific delivery which guides'oral composi7

tion does not assert itdelf for him. Progressive, horizontal
) .

movement of discourse can proceed for,the writer and readey

without the worry Of having to retain and keep afloat already
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processed information,. What ,is considered redundancy for

fhe writer and reader represents progression for the oral

performet and an audience accustomed to orally - composed

discourse. ,

Orality's basic tonservatism presents y6t one more

handle on the results of the present study.i EN 21 & 22,

87

EN 9, MIC, and to some extent ESL 100's tendency to epilogue

at units where EN 100.makes a paragraph break reflects the

oral composition strategy of closing a discourse bloc with

a memorabn'statement. As shown above in the three examples*

from "New Schools,': the message of each paragraph condenses

itself into.a motto in each respective last sentenc e. EN 100

lnterpretS such pithiness as an attent)ok-,,gttter for a new

40K topic leading off a new paragraph. 'Non-EN 100 groups lit
n ,

the juncture ilhiFh EN 100 sees pass.

Event-orientation can also be explained in:,terms of

ority. Simply, when informatiolLis keyed to ents it

becomes more memorable, mere "dramatic." Just a in/orally

composed work abstract notions such as courage do not exist

-apart from their embodiment in heroes', so for an audience

exclusively used to orally composed discourse abstract

'ideas do not proliferate without a proliferatift of events.

Teachers of-first and second language composition and
7

I

reading need to focus on helping ,students -see how mottoes

and events reinforce the points they illustrate. And this.°

does not mean merely pointing out topic sentences when they

107
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can be found. For putting events into an expository perspec-
.4

tive essays such as "The Town Dump" are ideal. Such.es§ays

. can be read either.as stories or as exposition, and a teacher

might find it useful to "conduct:, s uch textual scores.accord-

ing to both'interpretations in order to Slow "students ,how,

when read as exposition, an essay designates narrative

illustration; amplification, and figurative paraphrae to

'fill support functions. The.teakielt, can then show how the

'ideas,notthe supporting detail, array themselves and guide
. .

the controlling frames of the discourse. 711,

In otherwordsopsfudents of literacy need td.familiarize-
.

selves with Ag expoSitoiy author-ity which.ddes not

.'proceed simply according to exterior (chronological, spatial,

or perceptual' patt4tns of organization. They need to under.:

star t fir
Is

t of all how wilt an author says about a topic
V

forms the. controlling framework for,the descriptive detail

used in,the topic's presentation.

Students of literacy need then to develop-an ap recia-
.

tion fo Orb unity which underlies and plots effectilie
t

written discourse. If students are. moreisccustoried to

process4'the highly redundant, aphoristic, and rhapsodic

discourse which reflects an underlying oral composition, then

the task involves an adjustment of their discourse expecta-

tionS.

Unity and tight plotting in the invention and arrange-

. it 0
went segments of the rhetoric of literacy determine such
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secoidary, stylistic features as lexical equivalence chains,

grammatical coherence and shifts, and the use of formal

markers for transitions and recontextualizatons. As readeis

-and nb listeners, students will begin to recognize redurf-

dancy, 'amplification, and illustration as such and will see

that the beginnings of such support frames cannot logically

mark signicant discouvie junctures.

One further'examile: as note - takers at lectures (based

on written modes of composition and presentation), they will

be able to intuit the underlying points which determine the

selection of facts and events say in a history lecture. To

fail at this yintegration task means to perceive history as

mere` antiquarianism. But if guided through the "pointed".

non-randol accumulation of detail in such narrative exposi-
.

',tions as "The Towh Dump," students can de elop the appropriate 4,

- set of reader'''.

b
ectatiOns which must prece in any

lilahguage, a ft edged literacy.

t
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Footnotes .

de.

* 1Classical rhetoric broke down into: invention, arrange!
menu, memory, style, and aeliVery.

2 SomeXimes the frame; are "present" only as projections
.of the reader, however. Aotton (1976:63), cites one study
in which test subjects were-presented with a set of. random
"yes " / "no" answers out of which'they were able to "discover"

A
ilb.,an underlying pattern of significance.

3 In a similar focus on audiencb, Scollon (1977) dettoh4
strates how, an oral narrative frame encloses a story but also
how the narrative- frame, in tfirn, is resituated in larger

.,performance and situation frames. These latter two are
shaped by the audience during the actual performance. Just

how the narrative breaks down into subframes (whether into
the "familiar" three or into two/four parts) depends on
whether the audience is "English-speaking" or Chipewyan.

ve.

4 In attempting such a systematic framework, ethnomethod-
Ologists wave called for a "formal apparatus" which-is-con-
text-free and $,hich, therefore, can be sensitive to "para-
meters of social reality in . . [a 'given] local context"
(Wootton, 1976:67)_. But such "machinery," when employed to
predict the- next utterance, needs "adequacy" and not "cor-
rectness" as its criterion, since, as Wooton notes, "correct-
ness may never be applied" (69). Tips, unlike grammar, a
simple, objective evaluation of a rule's adequacy cannot be
made. For example, such machinery, at presOkt, pre-
diCts such response$ as "permissibles" anci "responsibles"
(as in greeting-greeting, question-answer, complaint-
assupgement adjacency pairs) runs into at least two problems:
(1) such "rules" are only optional and therefore cannot be
generative; like linguistic rules; and (2) any use of such_
machinery would generate "acceptable" talk (Wootton, 1976-(71).--40

However, Brown and Levinsorf (1978), in their politeness
forTdla impute a "face- redress' motivation. This makes
their speakers' rule-governed responses less optionp.l. Whil
this methodology seems the most satisfying to date in bridgi
the gap ,between situation and grammar, it still needs testing.
Meanwhile,'other explanatory machinery needs to be developed
to account for not only all kinds of spoken discourse but
also for various modes of written discourse. In short, the
goal still remains; "the readings we choose to.account for

c must be connected in some way wiiith our reading of subsequent
utterances" (Wootton, 1976:72)..
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Burk#,O;o4tinues: "Some writ6Ds, who seek Icenversa7
tional' ra the 'written' effects, apparently conceive
of the seniftce as a totality; they ignore its internal
relationships almost entirely, preferring to make each
sentence as hbjnogeneous as apiece of string. By such
avoidance of logical grouping they do undeniably obtain a
simple fluenci6Twhich, if one can delight in it sufficiently,'
makes every page of Joluison a mass of absurdities--but their
sentences' are, as., sentences, uneventful. The 'written'
effects of prose seem to stresgs%the progressive rather than
the repetit. rincipli of form, since one part of the
sentence is dif e aced on the basis Qf another part
(the formal identity of ,one part awakens in us a response
whereby we catt be .pleased 'by a formal alteration in another
part) : But ''Oonversationall rbythm, which is generally
etperiensed qn the lump,' as. a pervasive e-monotone rather
than as a group of marked internal structures, is--like
verse--more cloely allied to the-itptlitive principle."

6 Philough. the "sentences" coincide with the "rhetorical
units"in this passage, they do not in the other three
passages.

7
Barthes's "unit" refers to a narrative unit. The

narrative unit is an instance of Pitkin's rhetorical unit
as it is- foufid.in.narrative per se. "Rhetorical unit" has
been used in the;present study to refer to both Rarrative .
and expository units. This blurs the distinction between
narrative tael exposition, but this is acceptable. As texts, 'It

narrative and'exposition.have crucial points in common with
respect to their revitalization.

I
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TABLE 5 and Summary. -: Lexical, Grammatical, and Rhetorical
Sy/otem Shifts in "The Great Frog Hunt" .

Rhet .

Unit
Lexical

System Shifts
. (L).

. Grammatical
System Shifts

(G)

Rhetorical
System Shifts
. (R)

J

__/
p4."ages"/"time" pres. perf.. 4.

"man" (from 1) pres . tense
support for
asser. in 2

4
back to ."pattern"
of 2

6 r ' A
4 ,,0,,:/.,,

interpretive
comment A

7 "f rp,g-Slr
e

10 j
' pres.4.subjunc.
'..1-

rhetorical ques.

12
specifirs41!,t)ash- '' subjunc. 4. no'
in g ligp),_ of tense
1141o*/14,

.
*-

13 -''' '''''i:, '47P , ,4-1)asta

14 - 4,i

. ..,v
+ "p001.":

.

i.15 le>
-?

--', 4. "frogs!' ' '

,

;
,

\ . .,
, + pres.

=167 )., ,

, 4. 'oast
-
18

4., "feat" (from 14 ,t'4

and 1,5) - .5,,

1.9-)
#4. "frogs" , catharsis

23 1%,;ftashlightst, 7f Alp,A1 become
objects pass.

denouement

24 :f -.. ,,inen, 1

26
4. "tens and
-fifties" (frogs)

44

27 -TOt perf.
29.

,past
fragment

31 4. "Mad(' ,4. past . epilogrie
32-: "they" (sacks)

.P1 l'te
f-e
/440

4e

Summary of Table 5

Three Sys-
tern shifts

Two System
Shifts

One System
Shift's

1 10 (G,R) 4 (L) 21 (R)
23 12 (L,G) 5 (L) '24 (L)
31 . 13 (G,R) 6 (R) '26. (L)

/
17 (L,G) 7 (L) 27 (G)
19 (L,R) 1,4 (L) 28 (G)

,

i.

-
.. , ....,,,,

. - ' v-'

3.'

16
(L)

(G)

29 (G)
32 (L)

18 (L)
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TABLE 6 and Summary. -- lexical, Grammatical Rhftorical
System Shifts in "The Town Dump"

Rhet.
Unit

ixical .

Syst m Shifts_
(L)

Grammatical
System Shifts

. (G) .

Rhetorical .

System Shifts
(R)

2
modal, pres.
perf. 4. pres. , ,

3 past
4- %+ pres./ assertion
5 , past spatial frame
6 - "Whitemud R."- . -

7 modal
8 past

10 "straw, etc."
11'

l
interp. of 10

12 4, )00e"

13 . fit'," -- pres. nary. illus.
14 past I , .

16 "excitement" main assertion
17 ;'old Nrs. G.," ' -,' narr. i4us.

25 4. "we" 4. modal,
valid:personal valid

of 17-24
26 .,

t
}pastp

30 1:"irrig. pass.." .

spatial framp
and topic

34 .4. "boy"- . modal- illus. example

35 4.-"dumpground" 4. past,
,

spatial frame
and topic ,

Summary o.f Table 6

4.

'Three Sys -'
tpm Shifts.

Two System
Shifts

One System
Shifts

13 4 (G,R) \ 2 (G) 10 (L)

25 , 5 (G,R) -3 .(G) 11 (R)

34 16 (L,R) 6 (L) 12 (L)

'' 35 17 eld,R) 7'(G) 14 .(G)

30 (L,R) 8 (0,26 (G)

. . t .

a
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TABLE ;" and Summary. --Lexical, Grammatical, and Rhetorical
System Shifts in "Take Your College in Stride"

Rhet.
Unit
. .

Lexical
System Shifts

(L) .

Grammatical
System Shifts k

.(G)

Rhetorical
System Shifts

(R)

3 . . pres. 4- ques. rhet: ques.
.4 refut. of 3
5 P ..,res. future
7 4- "educators" . 4- imperative direct address
8 pres. ,

9 4- "professor' modal -.,. main sup.' (neg.)
10\ 4. pres. .

A

11
i .

1 *

4- future
rebuttal of
9a-10b 4-.

12 or
4. pres.

13
.

pres. perf4
44 . modal
16, 4. "these" -0 pres. plural(
17 "library" pres. sing.) main supp . (pos.)

,19 .' 4. moda
.21 "pro ssOrs"

_

assertion
12 -t passive .

-.24 4. active
.

.

26 , modal A

27 , 4..pree. 4

.28
'29

modalo.pass. i
"professor" pres4 sing.

30 4. "students"
.

,

4- future
implied direct
address, "boost"

art

Summary of Table 7

Three Sy-
tem Shifts

.Two System
Shifts

One Syste%
Shifts V

7: 3 (G,R) 4 (R) 14 (G)

K9 11 (G.R) .5 (G) 19 (G)

T1, 16 (L,G) , 8 (G) 22 (G)

30 -21 (L,R) 10 (G) 24 (G)

. 29 (L,G) '12' (-G) 26 (G)

IwNielotw 13 (G) 27 (G) .

28 (G)
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TABLE 8 and Summary. -- Lexical, Grammatical, and Rhetorical
System Shifts in "New Schools"

,Rhet.
Unit

Lexical
System Shifts

Grammatical
System Shifts ,

. .
Rhetorical

System Shifts
2" -4- pres. perf.
3 attenage,rs'
4 "we" . . -^ past assertion and

support of '7
5 t pres. . ,6 4- "television's -4- pres. cont.
7 4- "children" " pres., plural asser. from (-6

.,8 4. "kiblic schools" 4 , pass. ,

.9 4- " H. Auden" 4- past. assertion
11 4. "mini-me/(o ,8) plural
17 4- "peace'. / 4- future . assertion
13 4- 'evidence" + pres. supp. for 12
15 4- "Sir Joseph' paSt, pass. illus. supp . -

174. 4- "rea"reading" + pres.,plural complementary
assertion , _

18 S "I" . Sirig.@eriorm.) proposal
19 4- "caters, etc. r r + modal ,
ZO 4- "bankers, etc.'
21 4- "setting aside" illus. supp .
23 4- u young'
Z4 -,-.4- 'no reascrn". 4. pres. boost
Z6 " that a society" a

/ Summary of Table 8
Thfee sr-
tem Sh si t Two System

Shifts
One System -
'Shifts

4,, - 6 (Lid) 2 (G)
7 8 (L,CI 3 (L)
9 11 (L,G) 5 (G)'

12 9 (L,) 20 (L)
. 13 771 (L,R) 23 (L)

15 26 (L)
17
18 . .

ea

24, .

k
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